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Lhstract A review of the resonance Raman clfcct in one-diincnsinnal (ID) system is presented Due to the strong electron-phonon coupling and 
L|u,umim confiiieiiiLMU ol electrons and phonons in ID systems, interesting cifccts are observed, such as asymmetries in the Stokes/anti-Stokes 
jk-lIi.i and line-shape dependence on satisfying the resonance condition. Analysis of these effects give detailed information about the confined 
hmuMi ami electron states, showing that resonance micro-Raman spectroscopy of phonon modes can determine electronic and structural properties 
I ID-systcms The single wall cai-bon nanotubc (SWNT) i.s used as a prototype ID system for describing resonance Raman .scattering in ID, since many 
xpciimeiiial results arc now available for this system at the single nanotubc level, and because detailed theoretical modeling can be carried out for this 
vsiL-iii The icsults on SWNTs should provide a valuable guide for Raman studies on other ID systems It is also shown that the resonance Raman effect 
)ioMilcs a useful technique for obtaining phonon dispersion relations for nanoscale samples, and that measurements on low dimensional systems can 
>L used to obtain miportant information about related higher dimensional systems that is otherwise difficult to obtain
\r>Mords Resonance Raman effect, phonon dispersion, single wall carbon nanoiube
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1. Historical Introduction
I Me concept of light scattering first intrigued Sir C. V. Raman 
when he observed the wonderful blue opalescence of the 
Malilenanean sea during his voyage to Europe in 1921. After 
iciuimng to Calcutta, much of his work during 1922— 1927 
l(^ u^sccl on determining the connection between the state of 
pnlan/ahon of the scattered light in fluids and the optical 
amsoiropy of the molecules. In April 1923, he experimentally 
tiisLovcred for the first time that, besides the Rayleigh type of 
11^‘^ lcLulai light scattering, another extremely feeble type of 
'<t^ <-oiKjary radiation existed whose wavelength was different 
Moin the primary or incident radiation. Highly purified samples 
iiicohols and glycerine obtained from repeated slow distillation 
liquid in vacuum, consistently showed, in every case,
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that the color of the scattered light was different from that of the 
incident light and was red-shifted in frequency. These secondary 
radiations were also strongly polarized, which allowed Raman 
to realize that the observations made in his laboratory were an 
optical analogue of Compton effect. Raman also realized that 
his scattering experiments with visible light at 500 nm will differ 
in intensity by several orders of magnitude when compared to 
Compton’s experiments with x-rays (wavelength of 0,7 nm), since 
one of the characteristics of inelastic photon scattering is that 
the intensity of light scales to the fourth power of the photon 
energy. This difficulty was overcome by using a 7 inch refracting 
telescope in combination with a short-focus lens to condense 
sunlight into a narrow intense beam suitable for spectroscopy 
[see Figure l(b)J[l].
In subsequent experiments, Raman used the monochromatic 
radiations from a mercury arc as the primary source of radiation,
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and he was successful in capturing the spectrum of liquid carbon 
tetrachloride CCl^ on a photographic film [Figure l(a)l which 
included a number of sharp lines or bands on a diffuse 
background which were absent in the light of the mercury arc 
|1]. Using the Compton effect in which the conservation of 
energy and momentum principles hold as a guide for the 
interpretation of his light scattering experiments, it at once 
became clear to Rurnan that, if the scattering particle gams 
energy during the cncouiilcr with the photon, the latter is 
deprived ol energy to the same extent, and accordingly is red- 
shilted m frequency 111
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Raman’s interest m carbon-related materials began with CCI  ^
which exhibited sufficiently strong Raman lines so that a 
spectrum could be recorded [Figure l(a)|. Raman was always 
interested in finding materials that showed a strong Raman effect. 
Ttius a lile-long interest in diamond developed for Raman, when 
his younger brother who had just graduated in physics, made a 
brict spectroscopic examination of his wedding diamond ring, 
and found that it exhibited strong and sharp Raman lines 
corresponding to the now well-known frequency shift of 1332 
cm '. Figure 2 shows two examples of the Raman spectra of 
diamond obtained by Raman and his colleagues at increasing 
exposure times [2, 3f Raman was struck by the appearance of 
sharp lines in the spectrum, since he knew that molecules 
exhibited sharp lines and bulk diamond couldn’t be viewed as a 
“giant molecule”. Based on a detailed theoretical model which 
Raman developed [3], he concluded that a crystal can be viewed 
as a collection of independent, non-interacting supercells, as 
far as the optic modes of vibrations are concerned. This is similai* 
to how we now view light scattering from crystalline solids, 75 
years later.
The universality of Raman scattering phenomenon and the 
present case of this experimental technique enable Raman 
spectroscopy to provide an insight into the ultimate structure 
of the scattering substance.
Figure 2. (a) Raman spectrum ol diamond [2. 1] (b) A srbcmain. ol 
phonons involved in Raman scattering fiom diamond. Nole that Raman 
himself rccogin/ed Ih.il harmonics and combmution modes should also k 
observed.
Even though the first experiments by Sir C.V. Raman on the 
inelastic scattering of light were reported 75 years ago, and (he 
field has been very active over the intervening years, ne\\ 
directions for Raman spectroscopy continue to emerge as 
science progresses. We report here one recent new dircciioii 
brought about by the availability of one-dimensional sy slc iiis  
at the nanoscalc, the new science they offer, and the highly  
sensitive probe that Raman spectroscopy provides to 
investigate, one-dimensional systems such as single wall carbon 
nanotubes, at the single nanotube level [4].
2. Electrons and phonons In one-dimensional systems
The Raman spectroscopy of molecules is now very well 
developed, going back to the pioneering work of Sir C. V. Raman 
and the fertile research field that this work generated [5]. In 
terms of dimensionality considerations, molecules can be 
regarded as a zero-dimensional (OD) quantum dot system. The 
Raman spectra for OD molecular systems are very rich, showing 
hundreds perhaps thousands of sharp lines for v ib ra t io n  
rotational levels, and many harmonics and combination modes 
can be resolved and quantitatively interpreted,with Raman 
spectra observed at the molecular level [5],
Unlike OD molecules, 3D and 2D solids inelastically scalier 
light through the interaction of the photons with the colleciive 
lattice vibrations or phonons, and not through the scattering 
by individual vibrational and rotational modes of the constituent
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:)ionis or molecules. In OD molecules, the individual vibrational 
,iiul rotational levels arc well separated in energy, thus giving 
10 many combination modes and overtones that can be 
lesolvcd in the Raman spectrum. The situation is quite different 
in }D and 2D solids, where there is a quasi-continuum of energy 
siaics. so that the individual Raman scattering transitions are 
no! well separated in energy, but rather form broad features in 
ihc Raman spectrum. Thus, the Raman spectra for 3D and 2D 
solids exhibit much broader Raman spectral features in the first- 
(Mclci spectra, and the harmonics and combination mode features 
lend lo be very broad, of low intensity, and generally contribute 
a hroad background scattering rather than u resolvable line 
spccii urn. In this article we show that resonance Raman spectra 
lor one-dimensional systems, are quite different from that for 
21) and 3D solid slate systems, insofar as ID systems provide a 
iiujcli richer Raman spectra than their 2D and 3D counterparts, 
but ai ihe same time the 1D resonance Raman spectra are strongly 
iiilhicnced by the quasi-continuum ID slates where phonon 
dispersion occurs.
Wc stal l our discussion by describing what we mean by 1D 
or 21) systems. In 3D space, a ID system is not strictly onc- 
dinicnsional, nor is a 2D system strictly two-dimensional, but 
these low-dimensional systems have a finite (nano-scale) length 
L in ihc direclion(s) perpendicular to the periodic ID or 2D 
direeiions. In the nanoscalc direction, the waveveclor is 
tliMnii/cd as (27T / L)i) where p is a subband index (/i = 1,2, 3,
. where is given by Ua and a is the lattice constant 
ol 2 D  graphite. By considering L to be of nm length, the number 
of allowed stales p is small ~ 10). so that quantum effects 
(also called quantum confinement effects) become important. 
Each value of p denotes a good physical quantum number for 
desLiihing the ID and 2D energy subbands for electrons and 
plnMions fhus the ID subbands arc described from the 2D 
cncigy band by cutting the 2D Bnllouin zone by parallel lines 
;iliLMicd in the direction of the nanoscalc dimension. Along the 
Loiiiinuous direction, such as the length of a nanowire or a 
liimoiube, the quasi-continuous waveveclor k is given by 
- k I T  < k < n l T  where is the lattice constant of the 
[ njiioiube. The nanotube potential V(r) exhibits ID periodicity 
>iiii a macroscopic lengthscale, which might typically be of 
ni si/e. When we consider ID subbands as coming from a 3D 
nergy band structure (or 2D subbands from a 3D energy band 
huciure), we can consider parallel cutting planes lo reduce the 
•nicnsionality, as illustrated in Figure 3, where the energy- 
ruMncntuiii contours are shown for the valence and conduction 
each obeying a linear dependence of energy on wave 
and forming a degenerate point where the two bands 
tHich to define a zero gap semiconductor (as in 2D graphite).
' planes cutting these contours denote the dispersion relation 
f>i the ID system derived from the 2D system, each cutting 
*‘IK* giving rise to a different subband. The extrema in each 
lining planes gives the wave vector and energy for the van 
love sing
Electrons likewise behave quite differently in systems of 
different dimensionality. For example, the electronic density of
(a) (b)
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Figure 3. (a) The eneigy-monicnlum contours for the valence and 
conduction bands for a 2D system, each band obeying a linear dependence 
of energy on wave vector and forming u degenerate point where the two 
bands touch to define a zero gap semiconductor. The planes cutting these 
contours denote the dispersion relation for the ID system derived from 
the 2D system. Each cutting plane gives rise to a different subband. The 
extrema in each cutting planes gives the wave vector and energy for the 
von Hove singularity {ky E )^. The energies and for valence and 
conduction band.s are indicated on the figure and the corresponding 
wavevectors at the van Hove smgulanties are kj^^ and ■ (b) The ID 
density of states for the conduction and valence band.s corresponding to 
the E{k) dispei-sion relations for the subbands shown in (a)
slates (DOS) profiles for systems of different dimensionality 
(3D, 2D, 1D, and OD) arc very different, as shown in Figure 4. In 
general the density of states profiles can be represented as
[0 lor £ < £
for £ , > £ 0 )
where d denotes the dimensions and assumes the values I, 2, 
and 3, respectively, for ID, 2D and 3D systems. Here can be 
considered as a critical energy in the density of states. For a 3D 
system might conespond to an energy threshold for the onset 
of optical transitions, or to a band edge state in a semiconductor. 
For a 1D system, Ej would correspond to a van Hove singularity 
in the density of states occurring at each subband edge, where 
the magnitude of the electronic density of states becomes very 
large.
In contrast to 3D and 2D systems, 1D systems exhibit DOS 
profiles which arc more similar to the case of OD systems (see 
Figure 4), having very sharp maxima at certain energies and a
''gularity(it^,£^).
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Figure 4. Typical density of states for 3D. 2D. ID and OD systems.
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rather low DOS magnitude between the maxima. Thus, it is to be 
expected that ID systems would be much richer in their resonance 
Raman spectra than 3D and 2D solids, where the many levels 
are all smeared out into spectral hands. We would thus expect 
ID systems to show Raman spectra similar to those of OD 
molecules, Le,, having many combination Raman bands and 
overtones.
A single wall carbon nanolubc (SWNT) is both a molecule 
and a very special ID system. Since the cross-.section is a 
cylinder only one atom in thickness, it should be closely related 
to OD molecules. Although nanolubes have lengths that can 
span hundreds of pm and therefore exhibit a continuum electron 
and phonon spectra in the continuum direction, nevertheless 
the nanoiubes behave like individual molecules, insofar as every 
nanotube that has a different diameter and chirality, can be 
considered as a distinct molecule with adi.stiiicl Raman spectrum, 
as we show in §4. The resonance Raman spectra for SWNTs do 
indeed .show wcll-re.solved overtones and combination modes 
m the Raman spectra. Nanowircs, in contrast, cannot in general 
be considered as distinct molecules, lor which the location of 
every atom can be specified, and this is so because the lateral 
surfaces of a nanowirc are in general not uniquely .specified.The 
prc.sent review focuses mostly on the transition from 3D to ID 
systems, and on how such a transition affects Raman 
spectroscopy.
Because of advances in modern technology, it is now 
possible to both fabricate such ID systems and to characterize 
them, and also to control process parameters so that the 
transition between low dimensional and 3D systems can be 
investigated. If the low dimensional systems have the same 
crystal structure as the bulk parent material, the electronic stales 
of the low dimensional structure can be obtained as a subset of 
the electronic slates of the bulk counterpart. Considering 
wavevectors of the electronic states in the reciprocal space of 
the bulk malcriul, all the wavevectors within the first Brillouin 
zone are allowed. However, when we move to the case of low 
dimensional structures, the structural lengths m the nanoscale 
directions contain only tens ol atoms, so that quantum effects 
become important. The electronic wavevectors in these 
nanoscale directions become quantized, m order to maintain an 
integer number of wave function nodes along the nanoscale 
directions, m accordance with quantum theory. Thus, the 
reciprocal space of the bulk parent material is quantized in the 
nanoscale directions The number of quantized slates is equal 
to the number of unit cells of the bulk parent material which is 
needed to construct a unit cell of the low dimensional structure. 
For example, if one grows a thin Him irom a bulk three-dimensional 
crystal, the electronic stales for the thin film can be constructed 
from the three-dimensional reciprocal space of the parent bulk 
material as wavevectors lying m certain parallel equidistant 
planes. This is an extended representation oi the two- 
dimensional reciprocal space of the thin film, where each
electronic energy subband from the two-dimensional reciprocal 
space corresponds to a different plane in the three-dimensional 
reciprocal space of the parent bulk material.
Similarly, when one-dimensional nanotubes are rolled up fron^  
the two-dimensional sheets of the three-dimensional layered 
bulk materials, such as graphite, boron nitride, or a transition 
metal dichalcogenide, different subbands in the one-dimensional 
reciprocal space of the nanotube can be expanded into the two< 
dimensional reciprocal space of n single sheet of the bulk layered 
material as a set of the parallel equi-distant lines. These lines are 
known as“cutting lines,” and the method of constructing ilie 
oiic-dimensional electronic energy subbands by cutting the two- 
dimcnsionalel ectronic dispersion relations with these lines is 
known as the “zone-folding” method [6]. In the case of a 
nanotube ID system, the total number of the cutting lines fora 
given nanotube is given by the ratio of the number of atoms 
within a unit cell of the nanotube to the number of atoms wiihm 
a unit cell of a .single sheet of the parent layered material 
Furthermore, the length of each cutting line is inver.sdly 
proportional to the length of a unit cell of the nanotube, and iljc 
.separation between two adjacent culling lines is 2/d ,^ where  ^
is the nanotube diameter [7j. The orientation of the nanotube  ^
in the two-dimensional reciprocal space of the parent material is 
determined by the nanotube chiral symmetry, />., the relaiivc 
orientation of the nanolubc axis with respect to the principal 
axes of the unrolled tlal layer of the two-dimensional parcni 
material. Although the zone-folding method is very useful in! 
nanolubc science, it experiences certain limitations for small; 
diameter nanotuhes, when curvature effects become imporiani 
due to the hybridization of the electronic in-planc and nul-nl 
plane n orbitals and a  orbitals. The zone-folding method can 
be applied to the phonons in the same way, as was discussed 
above for the electrons.
3. Resonance Raman scattering in one-dimensiom 
materials
3 .1 First-order Raman scattering :
In this section we bricHy present the basic ideas of rcsonanc 
Raman .scattering in general emphasizing the main difference 
among 3D, 2D and ID systems.
3.J.J. General Formulation
First-order Raman scattering is u.sually described within ihi 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation (the key insight of ihii 
approximation is that the motions of the electrons are mud 
faster than that of the ions), and involves quantum raechanica 
interactions that are treated in third-order lime dependen 
perturbation theory. The Raman scattering process is 
schematically dc.scribed by the following events:
i) The first electronic transition to an intermediaie 
electron-hole pair slate takes place with 
annihilation of the incident photon ;
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ii) The second electronic transition to ‘‘another” 
electron-hole pair state occurs with the creation 
(Stokes) or annihilation (anti-Stokes) of a phonon
ili) The third transition back to the electronic ground 
state occurs with an electron-hole recombination 
process, thus creating the scattered photon
(^2 *^2 ) ■
Processes i) and iii) involve the electron-radiation interaction 
Hiiiniiionian process ii) involves the electron-lattice
Hamilionian (H^j) interaction. The conservation of energy and 
iiiomcntuni relations
hco^  -h(JJ2 
ttk^  = tik^ ■
aiL viilid III each ofi)— iii) processes.
t^ y evaluating the usual expression for the Raman cross- 
scciinn [SI, the Raman intensity is proportional to the square of 
(he Kiiinan matrix element AT, which can be written m the form of
;iii inicgral over energy.
M
(£, - £ - / > ) ( £ ,  -E±E^, f ,  - i y )
p{E)dE  (2)
situation where E is a virtual state and no resonance process 
occurs.
However, the matrix elements , Mj, and themselves are 
dependent on E and on the internal parameters of the system, 
such as the diameter and chirality of a nanotube or a nanowire, 
and the direction of the polarization of the light. Of particular 
importance to Raman scattering are the selection rules introduced 
by these matrix elements, and these selection rules will in general 
depend on the physical system under investigation.
3,1,2 The role o f dimensionality
IVpit^al joint density of states profiles are obtained from the 
density of states expression for a single electronic band given 
in Eq. (1). When Eq. (I) is used to denote the joint density of 
states, in the case of a direct transition, as in the case of carbon 
nanorubes, then £ .^ stands for the electronic transition energy 
connecting the maximum in the valence band with the minimum 
in the conduction band. We discuss below the effect of the 
density of states \i\ \he joint density o f states p (£ ) in
ID, 2D and 3D on the Raman intensity
By introducing the joint density of states from Eq. ( I) into 
Eq. (2), the quantity K within the constant matrix element 
approximation is given by
whciv M and arc the transition matrix elements that 
;couple ihc initial slates (0) to the final stales (/) through 
i inicimediate stales ( / ) .  In the initial stale all electrons arc in 
[ilic valence band and there are no excited electrons. In quantum 
mechanical notation, these matrix elements are written as
j ' \"iKp)-{j \ f^LL\ j ' ) '  and rcspeclivcly, and
)(£) in Eq. (2) is the joint density of slates (JDOS)' that is 
alcLilaicd, taking into account the selection rules for the optical 
i.insiiions connecting slates 0 and /  as well as .states j  and/, 
^hlcll ct)Lild typically be stales in the valence and conduction 
)aiuis II. lor the moment, we assume that the matrix elements 
Mjj arc independent of E, then the quantity K can be 
akiilaicd by knowing the explicit form of p ( £ ) . The quantity 
Y iclaic.s to the width or the lifetime of the .stale under resonance 
:nndiiions. which can be seen to occur for £  in the vicinity of £, 
01 the incident photon or in the vicinity of £ | i£ /j/i for the 
iuicrt’d photon. When one of these resonance conditions 
iVMili cither the incident or scattered photon) is satisfied, the 
phenninenon is called Raman scatterings in contrast to the
" t'vnuul the density of stalest DOS) is the number of states per unit 
while for the joint density of states (JDOS) the energy unit is 
pi ucd hy an energy difference involved in an optical transition. If the 
jiuiLL' and conduction bands arc syniinetric. the DOS and JDOS arc 
' by a factor of 2, but if they arc not symmetric the transition 
uiuk‘1 con.sidcration mu.<it be considered explicitly.
K=
- f - - - for d = \£■,./, V a h )
-In for d = 2
^  p h
^ ( a - b ) for d = 3
(3)
where d  denotes the dim ensions of the system, 
a = ( £ | - £ y - i > ') ‘' '  and /) = ( £ , - £ ,  ± . F o ra
carbon nanotuhe with light polarized along the tube axis, then 
the transition energy becomes E^ = £^  ^ and the transition 
energy is from the i'^ ' stale in the valence band to the state in 
the conduction band. It is important to observe that for either a 
3D, 2D or ID system, there is an enhancement in K when cither
E ^ - E j  (resonance with the incident photon) or 
±£;,/i (resonance with the scattered photon) occurs. 
However, if y vt 0 , there is no divergence for the factors in the 
denominator of K which means that there is no longer a 
divergence in K for 3D or 2D systems. But for a ID system, the 
divergence in K does not only occur in the denominator terms, 
but in this case a divergence can also occur because of the van 
Hove singularity in p (£ ) .The divergence in the denominators 
a and b leads to a very strong enhancement in the Raman signal, 
whenever are sonance occurs either with the incident or 
scattered light for asystem with any dimensionality. However, 
for ID systems there is an additional strong enhancement that
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comes Cmm the singularities in p{E) associated with the van 
Hove Singularities, whcic a large number o1 stales contribute to 
the resonance scattering over a small energy range. This unique 
property of the ID system has allowed (he observation of a 
strong Raman signal from just one carbon nanotubc as described 
in §4, and has alhiwcd the study ol not only their phonon 
propel ties, but also then structural and electronic properties by 
the resonance Raman ellect, which will be described below. Since 
iheie aie more possibilities for resonances to occur in ID 
systems because ol ihe presence ol nuilli|)lc van Hove 
singularities in the joint density of slates, there are more 
possibilities that the incident photon excites an electron to the 
vicinity of a resonant stale ( ). and that after this
scattering event, the electron is again scalleied to the vicinity 
ol another resonant stale E^ .^ What is meant by the vicinity of 
a resonant stale is discussed m S.V I 3. In the case ol resonance 
with both f  ^  and E^ ,^ there are two resonant events in the 
sequence of scalteiing processes ol a single electron and this 
piOLCss IS called double rcsonciniv. Even greater enhancement 
occurs lor the case ol tiouble resonance than for the case of 
ordinary re.sonance Raman scattering When such a double 
resonance sequence occurs, the enhancement can be large 
enough that the scattering intensity of a highcr-order process 
becomes comparable to a resonant first-order process
For the case ol low dimensional systems, the matrix elements 
will also be modilied significantly because ol the availability ol 
initial and final stales and because the nature of all slates (the 
initial, intermediate and final stales) are modilied relative to their 
3D counterparts.
3. L3 The Resonance condition for a ID system
1 he presence ol the culling lines can have great implications on 
the Raman scattering in one-dimensional systems, in 
comparison to Raman scattering in the parent bulk material. The 
icsonance nature of Raman scattering in one-dimensional 
materials, as discussed below in more detail, can be understood 
m icims of cutting lines. The resonance Raman scattering 
involves only those electronic stales with energies close to the 
resonance with a given laser excitation energy. In most layered 
materials, these resonant electronic slates, form cqui-energy 
contours around the energy band extrema in two-dimensional 
reciprocal space. For example, when one goes from a flat sheet 
jd a layered material to a nanotube, the one-dimensional cutting 
hues are superimposed on the electronic cqui-energy contours 
m iwo-duiKMisional reciprocal space, as discussed in §4.1. Thus, 
the ''tt ol lesonanl eicciionic stales of the one-dimensional
nanolubc is limitcil lo an mlcrsLclion ol lhc cqui-cncrgy conlour 
With the cutting lines.
We now discuss the implicalions of culling lines on 
resonance Raman scatiering m gcneial. Lcl us consider ihe 
m.er.seclionofa given culling line wuh an equi-energy conlour
-In ihi.s usage ut the teim 'prt-it.sonance .
arc not virtual slates, as ,s usually i,n,>hed bv *
in more detail. In the vicinity of the electronic energy band edges 
such as those associated with infrared (IR) and red laser lines 
the cqui-energy contours [sec Figure 3(a)] can be considered as 
circles for most layered materials. Three different cases are shown 
in Figure 5 for the intersection of an equi-cnergy conlour with a 
cutting line. For the case shown in Figure 5(a), the equi-energy 
contour is tangential lo the cutting line at the point where the 
contour and the line cross each other. There are a large number 
of electronic stales along the cutting line which are very close 
to the electronic energy that is resonant with the laser excitation 
energy, because the direction of the slope of the constant energy 
conlour lies along the culling line. For each cutting line, there i.s 
a specific energy value, such that the equi-energy contour for 
this energy is tangential lo a given culling line at the point 
where the contour and the line cross each other. These energy 
values correspond lo the local maxima in the joint density of 
electronic stales (JDOS), and the energy values where the JDOS 
reaches its local maximum values arc called van Hove\ 
singularities (VHSs) in the JDOS, as discussed above, but shown 
from a different point of view m Figure 5. In the case of Raman 
scattering in onc-dimensional systems, when the laser excitation 
energy matches the energy of the VHS, the light scattering 
IS sub.stanlially enhanced due lo the high density of electronic 
slates atthe VHS.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
b I a
Energy
Figure 5. (u) The resonance condition and two p i e r e s o n u n t
condition.  ^ (b) = E, - SE  and (c) l^ascr = . while (d) ihr
DOS pmtilcor the VHS £  and the three dashed lines denote the la.ser 
energies from (a) lo (c), as luheled in the figure (see text for discussion of 
f u e l e . \ o n a n t  conditions)
However, the resonance case, as shown in Figure 5(a), is 
laicly satisfied in practice,and we rather have what is called the 
pretesonance condition, where the equi-energy contoui is 
slightly shifted in either direction from ihe-point where it would 
have been tangential to the cutting line at the cross point of the 
contour and the line, as in Figure 5(a). The two prercsonani 
cases arc shown in Figures (b) and (c), where the equi-energy 
contour is shilled Irom the VHS in two opposite directions by 
an energy 6 L ^ By comparing Figures 5(b) and (c), one can see 
that there is a different number of close-lying resonant stales, 
depending on which direction the equi-energy contour is shifted 
Irom the VHS, i.e., the JDOS profile of the VHS is asymmetric, 
decreasing gradually or sharply on the two different sides of 
the VHS, as shown in Figure(d). When the laser excitation energy 
increases above the VHS, the number of resonant states 
decreases gradually [sec the bold lines in Figure 5(c)], while for 
the laser excitation energy decreasing below VHS. there are no 
resonant states present [see Figure 5(b)], Note that for both
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prcioomml cases, there could be substantial contributions to 
ilK Raman scattering from the electronic states at or close to 
(lie VHS, which arc not exactly in resonance with the laser 
c\ciiation  energy, but still can contribute significantly to the 
Raman signal due to the extremely high DOS at the VHS [see 
ijiiiy Imes in Figures. 5(b) and (c)J. While these preresonant 
eketronic states are the only slates that contribute to Raman 
SL ancnng in the case when the laser excitation energy is below 
theVHS [see gray lines in Figure(b)l, there are b<uh types of 
L-lt cUomc wavcvcctors, preresonant and resonant, in the case 
v\ hen ihe laser excitation energy lies above the VHS [see gray 
aiul black bold lines in Figure 5(c)]. The appearance of two 
d illc icn l types of waveveclors contributing to the Raman 
iiik’iisity may result in a broadening of the Raman features in 
i|]L case ol the preresonant condition when the laser excitation 
LiKMgy exceeds theVHS.
lor clarification, a JDOS profile is shown in Figure 5(d) in 
ilu \ icinily of the VHS generated by the cutting lines utili/.ed in 
1 iL!Liics 5(a) to (c), where the three dashed lines correspond to 
ihc ihicc different energies of the equi-energy contours shown 
m I'pjuics 5(a) to (c), the last two of which show preresonant 
iniuliiions, and the first shows an exact resonance. We note 
ilui llic JDOS profile of the VHS is asymmetric, as predicted by 
.in.ilysis of the crossing points between the cutting line and 
\a iio iis equi-cnergy contours. While Figure 5(d) provides a 
siiiiplilicd representation ol the preresonance conditions 
piLiuial in Figures 5 (a) to (c), it loses important information on 
llu' ilistnbution ol the resonant wavcvectois. An analysis of 
ilic Raman scattering from a one-dmiensional system using the 
IDOS profile shown in Figure 5 (d) is suitable for rough 
[)icLlictions of the behavior of the Raman features, while a 
ckiailccl analysis of the Raman features must involve 
LDiisnJcration of the re.sonanl wavcvcctors themselves, and the 
naiiiic ol the resonance (or preresonant) stale, shown in Figures 
(^a) U) (c). For example, when using JDOS profiles, such as the 
luic shown in Figure 5(d), lor analysis of the Raman spectra, it 
nmsi he kept in mind that there could be two different types of 
piercsonant electronic states for case (c) in Figure 5(d), 
coiresponding to black and grey bold lines in Figure 5(c), and 
ihcsc two types of preresonant electronic states correspond to 
•vvn ilillcrent dashed lines in Figure 5(d) labeled by (c) and (a), 
icspecti vely, yet the excitation energy corresponds to the dashed 
I'IK' (c) only.
 ^2 Higher-order Raman scattering :
In liigher-order Raman scattering processes the wave vectors 
kn an individual phonon can vary from zero to a reciprocal 
IniiKc vector, and in the ease of higher-order processes involving 
than one phonon, the momentum conservation
'^ 'Hniiements become
*1 -* 2  +Xr^'' (4)
where and denote the electron wave vectors inthe final 
and initial slates, respectively, and / denotes the various 
phonons participating in the scattering process. We focus our 
analysis here, for example, in a two phonon process, whereby 
the scattering event involves wave vectors and such that
= - ^ 2  k i | "  1^ 2! = kl order to fulfill the momentum 
conservation requirement. If the two phonons belong to the 
same phonon branch, the phonon energy )
= ■ The energy conservation requirement
implies that the difference between incident and scattered 
photons is , being + and -  for Stokes and anti-Stokes
processes, respectively. It is important to notice that in a second- 
order scattering process, such as a harmonic process, any 
wavevectors within the Brillouin zone can contribute to the 
spectra, llie  second harmonic of a phonon with any symmetry 
IS expected to have a second harmonic that is Raman-active 
with A symmetry.
The calculation of the Raman .scattering intensity is similar 
to what was discussed for the one-phonon process in §3.1, 
except that a matrix element connccling the first and second 
phonon has to be included in Fq.(3). as well a third term in the 
denominator. In this process, a very special situation occurs 
when two resonant tcmis go to zero simultaneously, thus leading 
to a double resonance process. These double resonance 
processes arc much stronger than single resonance processes 
in higher-order Raman spectral features. For example, a second- 
order process obeying double resonance conditions can have 
an intensity comparable to a single resonance first-order 
scattering process. Since electrons and phonons arc coupled 
to each other in the resonance scattering process, the double 
resonance response depends on the electronic structure of the 
system. A particularly interesting example of this phenomenon 
occurs in graphite, where a linear dispersion of the electronic 
states IS observed near the Brillouin zone boundary where the 
valence and conduction bands arc degenerate [9, 10]. This 
special electronic structure combined with the double resonance 
phenomenon allows us to choose the phonon wave vector by 
changing the la.ser energy, and this provides us with a method 
to probe the phonon dispersion relations of nanometric carbon 
samples [10] which would be difficult to probe by other currently 
available techniques. In fact, a number of higher-order modes 
have been observed in the Raman spectra from carbon nanotubes
[11], and are made observable by the double resonance process. 
Only the simplest and most extensively studied examples are 
reviewed in this review article.
4. Resonance Raman scattering in one-dimensional prototype 
materials
Presently there are many known ID system. Nanowires have 
been fabricated for many semiconductors, including group IV, 
III-V, II-VI and IV-VI materials, semimetals such as Bi, Sb, and 
metals such as Ni, Co, Au, and many others. Nanotubes have 
been prepared for fewer materials, including carbon, BN, various 
transition metal chalcogenides, bismuth and phosphorus. In a
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few cases, Raman spectra have been taken However the most 
detailed Raman spectroscopy studies by lar have been carried 
out on single wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). which have 
bc'comc a prototype system for ID Raman spectroscopy [4]. 
Furthermore, the carbon nanotubc system is sulficiently simple 
so that detailed calculations can he carried out, and this has 
indeed been done. It is for these reasons, that this review focuses 
on the Raman spectra ol carbon nanotubes. with particular 
attention given to the spectra Irom just one naiiotube, where 
the power of the Raman scattering technique lor studying one- 
dimcnsional systems is most evident
4.1 Geometrical and electrofiic .structure o f carbon 
nanotubes .
A single wall carbon nanolube can be considered to be a single 
atomic layer of 2D graphite (called a graphene sheet) rolled up 
into a seamless cylinder [Figure b(J4 )|. The sliuclurc of each 
nanotube is uniquely described by two integers (/i.m), which 
refer to the number of o, and unit vectors of the 2D graphene
lattice that are contained in the chiral vector. = /w, + 
which spans the circumference of each nanotube [see Figure 
b( lh  \ f6) From the (//, m) indices, the nanolube diameter and 
chiial angle 0 can be obtained Irom the relations
d,  =  (0 ( , ! K ) { t r  ■\-nni-^nr
’ 1 l/T(//■ + /;/■) '
and
(-J4) m
H|;uri‘ 6. i.'t) ClassilK.iuon ol L'aihon nanotubes , (a) annchair. (b) 
/ij:/a^. aiul (O Lhiial nanoluhcs brom the ligurc it can be seen that the 
onnilation ol the Mx-membcicd img in the honeycomb lattice relative 
to the axis ol the nanotubc can be taken almost arbitrarily. {'B) The 
unrolled honeycomb lattice ol a naiumibe When we connect sites O and 
-4, and B and B \ a nanotubc can be consiiuctcd OA and ()H define the 
chiial vector C and the translational vector T of the nnnotube 
ix'spcciively The rectangle OAB'H defines the iinii lcII for the nanotube' 
The vector R denotes a symmetry vector |6J,
The reciprocal lattice vectors along the nanotube axis 
(continuous) and along the circumferential direction 
(quantum confined wavcvectors) are obtained from the relation 
Kj = 2n5,f, where and are the lattice vectors in real 
and reciprocal space, respectively [16]. By using the 
orthogonality relations, we obtain:
C,, K, =lK,  T = 0 ,  
C„ K2=0,  r  ■ = 2 ;r .
/C, and Kj  can be written as :
(5)
/C, = — = -^{m b^-nb2), ((,)
A/ “ /V
where b^  and arc the reciprocal lattice unit vectors of a two- 
dimensional graphene sheet shown in Figure 7 and they are' 
given in {x, y) coordinates by ^
— , h, = 
a 3 a (7)
cos(^ -  (2n + m) /
In Figure 6(2?) the vectors a, and denote 
Ihc uml cell for a 2D graphene sheet, which contains 2 carbon 
atoms, while the vectors and T denote the much larger unit 
cell for the nanolubc.ln general, the diameter of the nanotubc is 
small, and there are only a few ( -  20) carbon atoms around the 
circumference, with d^  on the order ol I nm and length on the 
oilier of I pm, to give a large aspeel ratio (length to diameter 
ratio), thereby yielding a strongly ID system. The number of 
carbon atoms within (he nanotubc unit cell is
N -  2{tr + //r +nm)/d^  where is the greatest common 
divisor ol (2m + /?) and (2// + /;/), and (he length of the translation 
vecior T is yf}ml, Idf^ .
while f j and t  ^arc integers The (ai, m) integers appearing in Eq.
(6) deline the chiral vector C^^.Thc N  wave vectors
pA',(p = 0......N - \ )  giverise to N discrete k vectors in ihc
circumferential direction and they are related to the cutting lines 
shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. The Bniloiiin zone of a carbon nunolube is represented by ihc 
line scgmciil WW  which is parallel to K.,. The vectors Jf, and arc 
reciprocal laiiicc veciors corresponding to and T, respectively The 
figure corresponds lo C,= (4.2), T  = (4. -5), N = 28, Jf, = (.S/^ , + 4/^ l/2H,
= (4/7, - 2/7J/2H [61
The most remarkable property of carbon nanotubes is that 
they can be either metallic or semiconducting, depending on 
their (/;,///) indices or chirality. Specifically, the SWNTs for which 
(n-m)  = are metallic,while those for which {n-m) = 3q±\  
semiconducting, where q is an integer. The energy band gaps 
for semiconducting lubes typically are in the range of 
several hundred meV and exhibit a Md^ dependence 
Furthermore, the electronic energy band structure and the 
density of electronic states are also uniquely determined by 
{mm) [6, 12, 13]. As discussed in §3, the singularities in the 
den.sity of states are called van Hove singularities (VHS), and
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ihcy appear prominently as sharp peaks in the density of states, 
,s shown in general in Figure 4, and for three specific (n, m) 
w a ll metallic nanotubes in Figure 8(a).
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rijliirc 8. (a) The 11^  elcciionic dciisiiy of stales foi the valence and 
u'liiliiLiioii bands vs energy (the R*rmi level js ai /: = 0) tor thiiee metallic 
n.jiioUihes of approximately the same du^neiei, showing the elfcct of 
J iimIi(> and trigonal warping (see text) on (he van Hove Miigulaiities in 
iIk‘ density of states (9,9) (aimchaii). (12,6) (chiral), and (15,0) (zigzag) 
will) diameters I 22 I 24 and I 17nm. res|K-clively The plots are made 
ihe light binding approximation, assuining that the energy overlap 
icL’ial IS Xo = 2 9 eV and the wave runction oveilap integral vanishes: 
- 0 16| (b) Plot of Ihe 21) eqiii-energy contours of 2D graphite,
nuMiig iiigonal warping effects in the contours, as we move from the K 
I \\\ in the K -  r  or K - M  directions The equi-cnergy contours are 
likIl-s iieai (he K point and near (he center of the biillouin zone r ,  but 
III.MI the M points on the /one boundary, the coiitouis are straight lines 
wIiilIi Lonneci the nearest M  points [7|
4 2  Raman spectra from one isolated nanotube :
The iLsonance Raman effect occurs when the energy of the 
iiicklcni or scattered photon is in resonance with an inter band 
l u i i s i i io n  from the valence band state / to a conduction band 
siak / lor light polari/.cd along the nanotubc axis (f) [14, 15].
Since the resonance enhancement for a ID system is very high, 
it is possible to sec Raman spectra from one isolated single wall 
carbon nanotube. ^
Figure 9 shows typical Raman spectra from a single isolated 
semiconducting and a metallic single wall carbon nanotube on 
a Si/SiOjSubstrate. The four most important features seen in 
Figure 9 are the radial breathing mode (RBM) where the carbon 
atoms are all vibrating in phase in an A symmetry mode in the 
radial direction of the nanotube (see left inset to Figure 9 to 
view the atomic displacements associated with the radial 
breathing mode), the tangential C-band which is derived from 
the in-planc Raman-active mode in graphite (see right inset to 
Figure 9 to view the longitudinal and transverse displacements 
for the G-band with A symmetry), the disorder-induced D-band, 
and its second-order harmonic (the G-band). It is significant 
that the Raman signal from one nanotube, ~ 1 nm in diameter, is 
of comparable intensity to the signal from the silicon atoms, 
which are approximately 10^  times more numerous within the 
la.scr spot size of -  I pm, as can be seen in Figure 9 [16].
The Raman spectra in Figure 9 at the single nanotube level 
provide two important pieces of information. The first relates to 
the diameter selective aspect of the spectra, and the second 
relates to distinguishing between semiconducting and metallic 
nanotubes. [4, 16]. Referring to Figure 8(a) we sec the density of 
states of the conduction band for three metallic (M) carbon 
nanotubes, all withabout the same diameter. Within the simplest 
model for the electronic structure where the overlap integral 
within the tight binding model vanishes (/.e., s = 0) [6], the density 
of the states for the valence band is the mirror image of that for 
the conduction bands [Figure 8(a)]. Since the energy separation 
for the lowest energy inter band transition , from the highest 
valence VHS to the lowest conduction band VHS, varies 
inversely as the tube diameter, the resonance condition depends
RBM G-band
Frequency (cm-’)
Figure 9. Raman spectra from a metallic (top) and u semiconducting (bottom) SWNT at the single 
nanotubc level using 785 nm (I 58 eV) lu.ser excitation, showing the radial breathing mode (RBM, 
D-band. 6'-band and 0” bund) features in addition to weak double resonance features associated with 
the Af-band and the iTOLA feature (sec ^4.9 f l l ] .  The mode on the left and the right show, 
respectively, the nu)de displucemenis o.s$ociated with the RBM and G-haiid normal mode vibrations. 
The vibrations along the nanotubc axis are denoted by G* and the vibrations in the circumfercniial 
direction are denoted by CT, because the modes downshift in frequency relative to the G * modes 
because of the nanotubc curvature effect. The isolated carbon nanotubes are silting on an oxidized 
silicon .substrate which provides contributions to Ihe Raiimn spectra denoted by that are used for 
calibration purposes as described below [17].
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on ihc nanotubc djameler. Furthermore, since ihe radial breathing 
mode frequency for an isolated nanotube varies as 
diameter of a nanotubc m resonance with a 
given laser excitation energy can be determined
experimentally by the Raman effect. Foi an isolated SWNT sitting 
on a Si/SiO, substrate, the constant a  has been determined to 
be 248 ciir'nm  116]. Because of this diameter selective effect 
118], study of the radial breathing mode licqucncics lor various 
£ values can be used for characleii/ing the diamctei 
distribution of SWNls in a sample of SWNT bundles [19]. 
Inspection ol the two spectra m Figure 9 indicates a distinctly 
dillerent 6'-band lineshapc. which can be used to distinguish 
metallic from semiconducting nanolubes
4 f Determining the ^eonietnccil structure of a niinotuhe by 
Raman scattering .
Since the electronic energy bands ol 2D graphite do not show 
simple circular constant energy contours, m Figure 8(b), but 
rather .show a trigonal warping effect [6, 7|, there is a weak 
dependence of the electronic energy levels ol single wall carbon 
nanotubes (SWN^fs) on chiial angle 0 , as well as a much 
stronger dependence on nanotube diameter which cIcteiTnines 
the number of carbon atoms m the circular cross-.scction of the 
nanotubc shell one atom in thickness [6].
riic weak dependence of the electronic energy bands of 
SWN fs on chiral angle 0 relates to the fold symmetry of the 
electronic dispersion relations about the £-point of the 2D 
graphene Brillouin /.one Isee Figure 8(b)|, where the graphene 
valence and conduction bands arc degenerate, forming a zero 
band gap semiconductor [6|, This trigonal warping effect m 
f'lguie 8(b) IS responsible for each {n, m) SWNT having a unique 
spectrum of singularities in the density of stales of their 
conduction and valence bands, when the energy bands of the 
2D graphene lattice are zone folded to form the energy bands of 
the SWN fs |6, 7] This chirality dependence of the van Hove 
singularities [7, 20| in the ID electronic density of states (DOS) 
ol the conduction band, is demonstrated in Figuie 8(a) for three 
metallic (n. m) nanotubes, all having about the same diameter J  
(from I 17 nm to 1.24 nm), but having different chiral angles: 
0 = 0" (:./gcog), 10.16" (chiral), and 30.0" (armchair) for 
nanotubes (15,0), (12,6), and (9,9), and diameters of 1.17, 1.24 
and I 22 nm. respectively. The plot shows that as the chiral 
angle is varied from the armchair nanotubc (9,9) ( 0 = 30") to the 
/.ig/ag nanotubc (15,0) (0  =0"), a splitting due to trigonal waiping 
effects [see Figure 8(b)] develops in all of the singularities in the 
DOS 17, 20], and this splitting increases in magnitude with 
decicasing chiral angle. Since the peak energies in the density 
of stales I see Figure 8(a)] are unique for each (/?. m) value, the 
interband transition energies between valence bandslale / 
and conduction band state i are also unique, where / = 1,2.....
'Seicclion rules allow only / to / transitions between the valence and 
conduction bands for light polun/.cd along the nanotiibe axi.s, which is the 
dominant polarization direction of a nanotubc because of ii.s large length 
to diameter ratio
and the superscript index M or S is added to denote metallic or 
semiconducting tubes. For carbon nanotubes, interband 
transitions arc strongly favored when the photon energy excites 
an electron from the /th peak in the valence band density of 
electronic states to the /th peak in the conduction band density 
of states '. These would correspond to vertical transitions in the 
extended zone (2D graphene). This energy is denoted by £ , 
which is called the peak energy or van Hove singularity in the 
joint density of Males, giving rise to a unique set ofsingulariiies 
in the joint density of slates (JDOS) £ ,  for each (n, m) value. A 
plot oJ the singularities in the JDOS denoted by £.. is pre.senied 
in Figure 10 as a function of nanoluhe diameter [21]. Reliable 
values of £^ are obtained by the light binding approximation for 
> 0.9 nm
As can be seen in Figure 10, the trigonal warping effect 
IFigiire 8(b)] cau.ses a spread of the interband energies £ , 
between the singularities in the joint density of states (JDOS), 
for nanotubes with the same diameter d^ . Here the integei 
denotes the singularities in the JDOS as the energy relative to 
the Fermi level Ej, increases. From the above discussion, wc 
conclude that each nanolube (//. m) has a unique set of interband 
energies £^, denoting the energy differences between the ah 
van Hove singularities in the conduction and valence bands 
And, conversely, if one interband energy £^ and a nanolube 
diameter r/ are specified, then its corresponding unique (n, in) 
can m general be identified
3 00
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0.00
V„=2.90 eV
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Figure 10. Calculated energy separations between van Hove singularities' 
I in the ID dectionic density of slates of the conduction and valeiite 
bands for all {tun) values nanotube diameter 0.4 < d^<  3.0 nm, using  ^
value for the carbon"Carbon energy overlap integral of = 2.9 eV and a 
nearest neighbor carbon-carbon distance = I.42A [7. 22]
Semiconducting (S) and metallic (M) nanotubes are indicated by crosses 
and open circles, respectively The index i in the interband ironsilions 
denotes Ihe transition between the van Hove singularities, with i = I 
closest to the Fermi level taken nt £  = 0 [7, 21, 22].
This fact leads to whatis special about the resonance Raman 
effect in this ID system, and this is the information about the 
geometrical structure of the nanotubethat is provided
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sunancc Raman spectra at ihe single nanotube level. Normally 
K resonance Raman elTect just gives spectral information, or 
ilormation about phonon frequencies, electronic energy levels 
luj ihe electron-phonon interaction, but not structural 
ilnrmation directly. But in the resonance Raman process for 
,is ID system, every (n, ni) nanotube can be considered as a 
iMeicnl molecule, and is in resonance with a unique set of 
iierband energies £  ^ («,/?/), as shown in Figure 8(a) and 10, so 
lai loi this ID system, resonance Raman spectra can also 
iL‘kl structural infomiation through identif ication of the 
allies that correspond to the observed Raman spectra for a 
iven isolated SWNT. Once (n,m) is known from measurements 
ukIc on the radial breathing mode feature, Raman studies on 
sokiicd carbon nanotubes can be carried out to understand 
ulciail the dependence of all the features shown in the spectrum 
I r leure 9 on diameter chiral angle 6 , laser excitation energy 
k, ,. and other pertinent parameters. Furthermore, the spectra 
hsci ved lor these other features in Figure 9 are also sensitive 
1J and 0 and canbe used to corroborate the (//. ni) assignments.
Resonance Raman characterization of the (//, m) indices for 
ni‘ nanotubc is important for scientific studies of SWNTs, 
iisnlai as many physical properties, such as transport, optical, 
iiLLlianical.and other properties, that depend sensitively on the 
//, ///) indices 16], can be studied systematically at the single 
i.moiuhc level through use of the re.sonancc Raman effect to 
Liciiiily their (/I, /;/) values
flic determination of (n, m) by resonance Raman scattering 
Icpcnds on the determination of both and by exploiting 
he unique relation between £  ^  and (n, m) shown in Figure 8(a), 
md the direct determination of from the radial breathing mode 
i l.iiion C O = 24H/ d, , as discussed above. The 
Icicinmuuion of is carried out most conveniently and 
ciMiiN ely by measurement of the radial breathing mode feature, 
lit)iiyli other features (such as the G-band, /)-bandand C'-band) 
in ilic resonance Raman spectrum (see Figure 9) arc often used 
I'onnlirin the (/i, m) iissignmcnl made from analysis of the RBM 
Mvciiuin If a tunable lasei’ were available to be tuned to £^  ^
(winch could he detected as the value where the maximum 
"dcnsiry in the Raman spectrum occurs), then a simple 
(ncasuicinent of to yield d^  and to identify the index / in 
l „ (see Figure 10) would be sufficient to determine {n, ni). In 
Pinciicc, such a tunable laser system has thus far only been 
to single nanotube Raman spectroscopy studies over a 
energy range (-0 .15 eV) for only one SWNT [17], and this 
I*'' in pill I clue to the fact that only a few laboratories world wide 
n o available lunabl^ laser systems working over a broad energy 
in conjunction with a*Raman micro-probe system.
Nevertheless, an (n, m) determination can in most cases be 
il a nanotubc is within the resonant window of a single 
' ‘liable laser excitation line, which in practice is satisfied for 
/h,, Within -  ± 0.1 eV of an interband transition for that 
'■‘'‘ouibe. If only a single laser line is available, then the £.• is
detennined from its relative intensity in relation to how well the 
nanotube is in resonance with (see §3.1.3)), making use of 
the tight binding deteimination of the£^  ^values for (n, m) SWNTs 
within the resonance window [16].
One method to determine £.  ^directly requires measurement 
of both the Stokes and anti-Stokes radial breathing mode spectra 
[23,24], and this is discussed in § 4.4 in terms of the availabity 
of a single laser excitation line, but the availability of a tunable 
laser for the measuremnt of the anti-Stokes/Stokes intensities 
substantially increases the accuracy in the determination of the 
£,. value, as discussed in §4.5.Thus, through the quantum 
confinement effect in a ID system, the appearance of sharp 
singularities in the density of stales, and the fact that each 
nanotube can be considered as a distinct molecule with a unique 
structure specified by its (n, m) indices and with a distinct set of 
van Hove singularities where the resonance Raman effect 
provides the greatest enhancement to the Raman signal, it is 
possible to use resonance Raman scattering as a sensitive probe 
of the geometric structure of a ID system.
4.4 Tunable Laser Spectroscopy :
The resonance Raman intensity is proportional to the joint 
density of electronic slates (JDOS) in the sample and, therefore, 
resonance Raman scattering (RRS) measurements made with a 
tunable laser provide a highly reliable technique to study the 
JDOS of isolated SWNTs. and consequently the profile of the 
DOS can be determined. Thus RRS can be used to determine 
the energy value for the one-dimensional van Hove singularities 
of a SWNT with a precision better than 5 meV, thereby providing 
important information that could be used for subsequent 
measurements on the same SWNT. As we see below, with RRS, 
the measured width of the JDOS is on the order of -  0 .1 -  1.0 
meV, further demonstrating that SWNTs really provide a 
remarkably good model for 1D mesoscopic systems. This result 
can be compared with the* DOS obtained, for example, by 
scanning tunneling spectroscopy. RRS has an advantage over 
techniques such as scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), 
since RRS useslight to probe the DOS of SWNTs and is not 
expected to significantly perturb their ID electronic structure, 
as does STS which is a much more strongly interacting probe. 
The observation of a measurable Raman signal from one SWNT 
suggests that the intrinsic van Hove singularities in SWNTs 
must be much sharper than were observed in STS experiments 
[25,26].
Due to the quantum confinement of the DOS, strong resonant 
effects occur in the Raman scattering from an isolated SWNT 
when the energy of the incident or scattered light matches an 
electronic transition £.^  between van Hove singularities in the 
valence and conduction bands, thereby strongly enhancing the 
Raman signal [25,26].
Figure 11 shows an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image 
of the substrate with lithographic markers on an 8 x 8 |im^ lattice. 
The light spot (-1 p m  diameter) is located close to the marker (-
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1 |iiTi si/>c) in order lo achieve good precision in alw ays reluming 
ihc light spot 10 the same position on the substrate as the laser 
energy IS changed. The dashed circle in Figure 11 displays 
the position where Ihc laser spot is placed, showing the pre.sencc
disappears over the tunable energy range of thereby 
allowing us to tunc over the whole resonant window of one van 
Hove singularity in the JDOS of this resonant SWNT. The 
lincwidth for this =173.6 cm"' peak is 5 cnT*, typical of 
that of one isolated SWNT [30], The points in Figure 13 show 
the peak intensity of the 173.6 e n r ' RBM feature vs. in the 
Stokes and anti-Stokes processes. As discussed in the
anti-Stockes
FiKiiri: II. AFM image o( the sample The left image shows the markers 
used lu localize Ihc spot position (dashed circle) on the siibstialc during 
the Kamaii cxperinieni, and Im fuithci Ah'M characleri/alion ot the 
SWNTs piesL-nl within the light spot (light image) fl7 |
()l some isolated SWN'I's (sec righl AFM image of Figure 11). 
The excilalion was piovidcd by a tunable Fi.Sapphire laser 
(power level F < \0 mW on the sample) pumped by an Ar ion 
laser (6W) The incident light was nilcicd with a singlc- 
monoebrornator (McPherson - 12(X)g/mm), and the scattered light 
was analy/.cd with an XY DILOR iriple-monochromalor equipped 
with a N, cooled CCD detector. Raman spectra of the sample 
were measured in the laser excitation range 720 nm ( 1.722 cV)
< < 785 nm ( 1.585 eV) with steps of 4 nm (~ 0.009 cV) All
the Stokes and anli-Stokcs spectra were corrected lo account 
foi spectrometer elTiciency at each laser energy, and the spectra 
were then normalized by the 303 e n r ' Si substrate peak 
intensities. The anli-Stokcs intensities were multiplied by
{iM(ro)-1-11/n(ru)} , where n(o)) = 1/|cxp (Aioj/ 1] is 
the Bose—Einstein thermal factor, co is the phonon frequency, 
IS the BolUmann constant, and Tis the temperature. Although 
high laser power was used lo measure the Raman spectra, T was 
found to he close lo room temperature (not higher than 325 K), 
and this was confirmed by changing the laser power from 1 mW/ 
|in r (10 MW/cm‘) to 10 mW/|im“ (100 MW/enr), where the 
Stokcs/anli-Slokes intensity ratio for the 521 ,cm“' and 303 en r
* Si peaks remained constant, the peak for the nanolube
did not show a tempera’ure-dependent shift, and the intensity 
ratios between the RBM features, and the 303 en r ' Si peaks 
also remained constant, in both the Stokes and anii-Stokes 
spectra. The gold marker near the light spot, however, probably 
experienced some healing.
With the light spot position shown m Figure 11, the Raman 
spectra were measured with different laser excitation energies. 
Figure 12 shows the Stokes and anli-Slokcs Raman spectra of 
one light spot for several different excitation laser energies, with 
>»^ »‘casing from the hoiiom to the lop spectra (see caption). 
From Figure 12, the RBM Icaluic at 173.6 en r' appears and
100 200 300
Frequency (errr’ )
400
Figure 12. Stokes and anii-Stokes Raman spectra from isolated SWNIs 
on a Si/SiO, .siibslraic for several dilTerciii laser excitation cncigies Fioni 
bottom to lop. the spectra were taken at laser energies =. 1 62<
1 611, I 640, I 640. I 666, I 6K.S, 1,703. and I 722 eV The flat rcjimn 
appealiiip m all Stokes spectra comes Irom light leakage, and was cm mil 
from the spectra 117J
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Figure 13. Raman intensity r.r laser excitation energy 
^RHM =17.16 cm ' |)eak in the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman processes 
Circles and squares indicate two different run.s on the same S^^^hIT 
sample The line cuives mdicuie the resonant Raman window predic'ifi) 
from Et]s (8) and (9). with = I.65S eV, T, = 8 meV, and F, 
meV. The upper inset compares the ihenretically predicted Stokes an** 
anti'Siokes resonant windows The lower inset plots the JDOS for 
isolated (18,0) SWNT with F j = 0.,^  meV for all van Hove singulmm^ '' 
up lo  2 5 eVfl7J
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hciiinning of this section, these resonant windows reflect the 
IDOS of the resonant SWNT.
Figure [13] shows that the resonant window in the anli- 
Sinkes process is clearly asymmetric, exhibiting, from lower to 
a very sharp increase in signal, followed by a slower 
JcLiease. The Stokes signal quality is not as good as the anti* 
Siokcs signal due to the frequency dependent spectrometer 
I’H icicncy that drops off rapidly with increasing laser wavelength, 
being worse in the Stokes frequency region. However, a similar 
/:^  dependent behavior is observed for both resonant 
windows (see Figure 13). This asymmetric behavior is caused 
b> ihf asymmetry in the JDOS p(E)  of one isolated SWNT. 
Hu- R13M peak intensity which is a function of
Lilli he evaluated from p{E)  according to
I^E,... , ) -
M
(El,,,,, - E - i r , ) (  ± £,,,, - E - i r , )
p (E) dE  (8)
w h eic  the first and second factors in the denominator, 
icspcciivcly , describe the resonance effect with the incident 
and SLaltered light, where the + ( - )  applies to the anti-Stokes
(Siokcs) process for the phonon of energy and gives 
ihc inverse lifetime for the resonant scattering process. Here M 
-  i'' considered to be independent of £  in this small
encigy range, where and arc, respectively, the matrix
elements for the electron-radiation absorption, the elcctron- 
udialion emission, and the electron-phonon interaction.
For one isolated SWNT, the detailed JDOS profile must be 
t.iken into account, and p (£ ) can be expressed by
F) -- Re
d , Y n - / T y )  ( £  +  £ , ,  +  ( T , ) ]  J (9)
where ct^  is the nearest-neighbor distance between carbon 
au)ms, is the tight binding overlap integral, and Fj  is 
iniioduced as a measure of the finite nanolube size effect on the 
width of the JDOS singularity for the £   ^electronic transition, 
flic sum over / takes into account the different van Hove 
Miigularities of one SWNT.
The line curves in Figure 13 show plots for the Stokes 
(diished line) and anti-Stokes (solid line) resonant windows,
tiding Eqs. (8) and (9) and £^ ,^ , = 21.5 meV obtained from a)
- I7T6, enr •. The width of the resonant windows gives T, = 8 
iiK V  I ’he lit between the experimental points and Eqs. (8) and 
yields£.,= 1.655±0.(X)3eVand Fj  intherangeof-O.l^l.O 
V, which is much smaller than the widths for the DOS features 
’^hserved by STS (-  30 meV) [25, 26], and accounts for the 
observed asymmetry in the resonant window of one SWNT
The upper inset shows a comparison between the theoretically 
predicted Stokes and anti-Stokes resonant windows, revealing 
a shift in these resqnant windows due to the resonant condition 
for the scattered photon, £  ^= £  ^  ± £^ ,^j for the anti-Stokes (+) 
and the Stokes (-) processes.
From theory, taking /o  =2.90cV, flf^_^=0.142 nm, and a  = 
248 cm"' nm in the relation -  a i d ,  [ 16), we have very
few possibilities for SWNT indices (//, m) which satisfy the 
observed £^ -  1.655 cV and ~ 173.6 cm“'. The best
candidates are metallic SWNTs with an £,Y that is split by the 
trigonal warping effect [7J. Three candidates were considered in 
the identification : indices ( 12,9) have cl^  = 1.45 nm, £,Y = 1.684 
cV and 1.725 cV. and c o =171.2 cm"'; indices (17,2) have d^  
= 1.44 nm, £,7 = 1.650 eV and 1.817 eV, and (o^bm = 172.7 
cm“'; while indices ( 18,0) have d=  1.43 nm, = 1.655 eV and 
1.831 eV, and = 173.5 cm"'. The best fit was obtained by 
identifying the signal as coming from a (18,0) SWNT. The 
experimental value at £^ = 1.655 eV is in very good agreement 
with the £,Y predicted for the (18,0) SWNT based on light­
binding calculations [6|. The .second van Hove singularity 
predicted at 1.831 cV was not ob.served because the laser could 
not be tuned above 1.722 cY Inside the dashed circle in the right 
image of Figure 11, there is one SWNT (with d^  = 1.5 ± 0.2 nm) 
which is a good candidate for the resonant ( 18,0) SWNT.
Finally, the lower inset to Figure 13 plots the highly singular 
JDOS vs, for one isolated ( 18,0) SWNT obtained from Eq. 
(9) and considering the experimental value Fj  =0.5 meV taken 
for all van Hove singularities, since Fj  is related to finite size 
effects for each SWNT.
In summary, by using a tunable laser, it is possible to study 
the JDOS profile p (£ ) of one isolated SWNT, giving the 
singular £  ^  value with a precision better than 5 mcV. The value 
obtained for Fj  ~ 0.1 -  1.0 meV is considerably smaller than 
the values obtained with STS [25, 26] suggesting that the DOS 
in SWNTs exhibits strong ID behavior. Therefore, resonance 
Raman spectroscopy can be used to characterize the JDOS of 
an isolated SWNT, thereby providing important inibrmation that 
could be subsequently used for other properties measurements 
on this characterized SWNT.
4.5 Stokes/anti-stokes asymmetries .
In the non-resonance Raman spectra, the anti-Stokes to Stokes 
intensity ratio for a Raman line is used to determine the 
temperature of the sample through the relation
/y,i./A.v =cxp [-E ,,h /k„ T ) ( 10)
In the case of resonance Raman scattering for a 1D system, this 
approach for determining the temperature of a system cannot 
be carried out because the depend only on
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ihe ihermal population factor, but also depends on the resonant 
contribution from the scattered photons that has different 
cncigics for the Stokes ) and anli-Stokes
processes. This effect is a consequence ol the displacement 
of the Stokes and aiili Stokes resonance windows, as discussed 
in S4.4, where a tunable laser is used. Special ID aspects ot the 
density ol electronic stales are obtained by measuring the Stokes 
and anli-Slokes spectra ol carbon nanolubes in both single wall 
nanotube bundles and isolated carbon nanolubes. The 
inlormation provided by study ol both the Stokes and anli- 
Siokcs spectra in SWNT bundles includes the observation ot 
resonance Raman scatlciing profiles to which only metallic 
nanolubes contribulc (Stokes spectra), and other scattering 
pi ol lies to which only semiconducting narioiubcs contribute 
(anti-Slokes). This is unique to Ihe lesonance Raman spectra ol 
carbon nanoluhes, and reveals then 11) chaiacter. whereby in 
t)iie pioeess the lasei is m resonance with a metallic ID system, 
while in the other process a ID semicondiieting system is being 
probed[29)
In the case ol isolated nanotuhes, the inlormation provided 
by the anii-Slokcs and Stokes spectra is even richer. Because of 
dillcrent icsonanl denommalors m the Raman intensity (see Hq 
(10)1, Ihe ratio is sensitive to the laser excitation energy 
and this sensitivity can he used to measure the energy of 
the quantized eicctionie state |23|. One-dimensional systems, 
such as carbon nanotuhes, are suitable for illuslialing this 
concept because the lesonancc is very shai|i m energy and 
large asymmelnes between the anti-Slokes and Stokes intensities 
can be observed, as shown m fagurc 14 (a) and (b) 'Hie radial 
biealhmg modes tor these two nanouibes yield f/ values that 
are very close to one aiiolhcr, so that it is not possible to
distinguish one nanotube from another from the measured d 
values. However, the ratio of the anti-Stokes to Stokes 
intensities, is very different for the two nanolubes, and this 
large asymmetry in /^ //^  is then used to sensitively determine 
the energy of the resonant van Hove singularity in the joint 
density of states (right hand panels in Figure 14). This 
determination is done by calculating the experimental 
that would produce the measured ratio. By using this
approach, the nanotube geometry {n. m) is determined as (he 
best fit of the measured and to the predicted and
values for a given (//, m), thereby providing a precise 
experimental detcnninatioii of the (fi, m) indices. This is illustrated 
m Figure 14 for the (/i, /?i) nanotuhes ( 12, 1) and ( 11,3), which 
have very similar values, but very different experimental E21 
values of 1.587 and 1.554 eV. respectively [23). These 
experimental values for A’22 compared to their
corresponding theoretical values of 1.585 and 1.564 eV, obtained 
on the basis of tight binding calculations [6].
Based on the anti-vSlokcs to Stokes asymmetries, we can 
predict the situation whereby the is equal to one. In this 
case, only the resonant denominator term that contains the 
resonance with the incident photon is contributing to the total 
inlensily and both anli-Slokes and Stokes arc equally 
cnhanccd.This special situation occurs when the laser excitation 
energy is very clo.se to Such a situation is observed for the 
nanotube depicted in Figure 15. In lhe.se spectra we see that the 
RBM intensities are very large compared to the feature from the 
silicon substrate at 303 cm”*, because of the strong resonance 
condition, i.e., close to the case (a) in Figure 5. In this section, 
we have illustrated by showing some examples of the Stokes 
and anli-Slokes spectra for the radial breathing mode of carbon
(a)
( 12 . 1)
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(AS) and S.oU-s (S) specra lo. a (12.1) se.nicondncun« SWNT on a
o ^tanC.h ! I P“"els) and Ihc predicted |omt density
dathed 1 n 'r ., " “"f "'‘= “""-S'okes (solid line) and Stokes
(dashed no) processes (or .he (12.1) .SWNT (lovser panel), (b) is (he same as in (a), except that the data
aic lo. the (II..1) SWNT The energy (a) and (b)in the lower panels is varied to obtain the
t'h T rn r. .r ' r ' ! ^  “PP^  ^P-els or (a) aid J )  whereA.S spitira are normalized by the Boltzmann factor for easy coinpansons of the relative AS and S
inlensilies In the lowci panels the laser line n r  -  i S7o j  l ^I me laser line at / -  1 ..,79 eV is denoted by a so d vertical line [21]
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nanolubes how the special ID electronic structure allows the 
ifsonani Raman effect to measure the critical points in the 
density of electronic states to an accuracy of -  10 meV using 
one laser line, and to an accuracy of 5 meV using a tunable laser 
(M'c §4.4). It is expected that this kind of approach could also 
be applied to other low-dimensional systems in order to 
dcicrmine the energy of the confined states by using light
scaliering.
antl-Stokes
(14.8)
Stokes
,1 161
150
Frequency (cm*’)
250 350
!■ inure 15. (a) Resonance anti-Slokes (AS) and Stokes (S) spectra I'oi a 
(1 I Si inci.illic SWNT on a Si/SiO, suhsiraie using I 579 cV (785 nin) 
Kisli i sciiauon (uppei panels), and the piedicU’d joint density of states 
iliLMW ime) and resonant windows for the RBM mode in tlic nnti-Slokes 
(solid line) and Stokes (dashed line) processes for the (14.8) SWNT (lower 
p.md) The two van Hove singularities labeled /-.jY for the (14,8) SWNT, 
spill by ihc trigonal warping effect, are indicated on the Figure [23].
U) C-hiincI lineshape Dependence on the Resonance
( ofuhnon ‘
In ^4 .5 wc discussed the introduction of asymmetries into the 
Siokes and anti-Stokes intensities by the resonance conditions 
lor the scattered photon, thus giving rise to departures from the 
usual Bo.se-Einsltyn thermal relation |Eq. (10)]. However, this 
clillcicncc m resonance conditions for the scattered photon, 
n')i only causes Stokes vs. anli-Stokcs asymmetry, but it can 
ilsn cause changes in the lineshape of a Siokes Raman feature 
' imposed of different phonon constituents.
Siiong resonance occurs when the incident or scattered 
photon energy matches an actual electronic transition between 
'un Hove singularities in the ID material. Resonance with the 
‘ueicJcni photon enhances the Raman cross section related to
phonons m the ID material by the same amount. However. 
'^ ''Onunce with the scattered photon can enhance different 
Raman peaks by different amounts. Since the scattered 
phoion energy depends on the phonon energy, different 
i^uumts of resonance enhancement occur for phonons with 
'^llcrcm energies. Similar to the case of the Stokes/anti-Stokes 
"i^ unsiiy ratio(§4.5), where the scattered photons have different
energies as compared to , a Stokes
Raman process involving two phonons and ^pia  with 
different energies will exhibit scattered photons with different 
frequencies and y,2 . Therefore, the
relative intensities between the Raman peaks in the Stokes Raman 
spectra will depend on the resonance condition, namely how 
close these photon energies are to the ID van Hove singularities 
E .. The observation of this effect is discussed below for the C- 
band Raman feature in SWNTs.
The G band is a complex SWNT spectral feature. Due to the 
folding of the graphite Brillouin zone into the SWNT zone, and 
due to the symmetry-breaking effects associated with the 
nanotube curvature, the peak in the Raman spectra of 
graphite splits into several modes with different symmetries in 
the Raman spectra of SWNTs [31,32]. Six modes [two A{A 
two and two E^(E^^)\ are both predicted and observed
to be Raman active in the G band of SWNTs [6,33-40]. Symmetry 
assignments of the dilTereni phonon mtxles in semiconducting 
SWNTs were determined by polarized Raman experiments 
performed on a bundle ol aligned SWNTs {d^  = 1.85 ± 0.25 nm) 
using an excitation laser energy = 2.41 cV [35]. The G- 
band profile for semiconducting SWNTs in the SWNT bundle 
was deconvolved into four spectrally resolved SWNT 
components with the following symmetry assignments :
0) 1  ^ -  1549 cm ~'[£2( ^ 2;^ .)]* -  1567 c m " ' [ ) +
£,(£■,, ) l .  < -1590cm “'l/l(/l,^,) + £ ,(£ ,^ ) ] . and
-  1607cm-‘|£2(£2j,)l ■ [35] For metallic SWNTs. the C- 
band profile is quite different due to plasmon-phonon coupling, 
and we focus our discussion on the more simple C-band spectra 
of semiconducting SWNTs.
The intensity ratio between the two most intense features 
denoted by cOq and co^ and corresponding to the lower and 
upper frequency com ponents, is in the range 
0 .1< <0.3 for most isolated semiconducting SWNTs
(- 90%) that have thus far been studied [41 ]. However, unusually 
high or low  ^ ratios have been observed for a few 
spectra coming from SWNTs under special resonance 
conditions, as discussed below.
In this review we only discuss isolated SWNTs resonant 
with the incident light. In this case, the RBM, the G band and 
the D and G' bands are all present in the spectra and we can 
perform a tentative (n, m) assignment based on analysis of the 
RBM feature andon corroboration from the properties of the C- 
band, D-band and C"-band spectra [4]. Since the values 
depend sensitively on both nanotube diameter and chirality, 
the (/{, m) SWNTs that should exhibit special C-band spectra 
can be predicted by resonance Raman theory.
We show in Figure 16 the RBM and the C-band spectra for 
three different isolated semiconducting SWNTs coming from 
three different light spots on the sample. These three tubes all
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exhibit similar diameicrs 1.60 nm), and the in, ni) indices tor 
each nanotubc were dclermiiicd on the basis ol Ihcir RBM 
spectra [ 16| to yield (he diameter and chiral angle (or each tube. 
Fmh all three nanotubes in Figure 16, the incident laser is resonant 
with ttie clcctromc transition. The spcclia in Figure 16 
show that the relative intensities between the co^ ; and the co^ ; 
modes are quite difleienl Irom one spectium to another |411.
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To undeistand the special G-band spectra shown in Figure 
16, it IS important lo consider ihal. (i) the electronic transition
T i ih l e  1. M o d e  t r e q u c n c i e s  ( c m  ' ) / c n c i g y  ( c V )  lo> d i e  s c a l l e r e d  p h o t o n s  
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energy is different for different SWNTs, depending on their 
chirality due lo the trigonal warping effect [7J; (ii) the phonon 
energy is different for different (0(j frequency modes, such 
as (Oa (1591-'= l9«meV)and Q)g (1571 en r' = l95meV).and 
thus the energy -- for the scattered photon will also be 
different for different G-band modes. Therefore, for different 
SWNTs excited with the same and having almost the same 
different phonons may be enhanced differently by a 
resonance process occurring with the scattered photons. The 
inset lo Figure 17(a) and Tabic I illustrate this picture, as we 
discuss below [411.
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Figure 17. ( a )  Ploi o f  the eleeiroiiic t r a i is i t io n .s  (or single wall caibon 
naiiolubcs r.j. naiioliibe (liamelers (or between 0 7 < J < 3 nni as a 
(unclion of diaineter. oblained from light binding calculalions [6] with 
T'o = 2,91) eV Crosses give lire /r-J values for seinieondueting SWNTs 
and aretes give vatiies tor melaltie SWNTs The in.set shows a /.ooin 
of the region where ihc eiosses eorrespond lo Ihe f ,' , and El^ elecironiL 
iransiiions for Ihe three SWNTs shown in Figure (6  The venical lines 
indieaic ihc ineideni pholoii energy = 2 409 eV, and Ihe scallered 
pholon energies for - /a-,,,, = 2 211 cV) and o)c(£i„.sor -  t,,i, =
2 214 eV) seailering processes (b) and (e) sliow schematic figures foi itie 
iwo possible sealtering processes for SWNTs with d, = 1.60 ± 0.05 nm 
[veriieal dashed lines in (a)), where resonance (indicated by the hold 
a r r o w )  can occur with cither (b) Hie incideni photon, or (c) the scallered 
IS photon -  2 41 -  0 20 = 2.21 eV) [4+1.
Figure 17(a) shows the electronic transitions E.^  for SWNTs 
as a function of diameter. The = 2.41 eV laser excitation 
eneigy is denoted by a horizontal line, as well as the energy 
level for the Stokes .scattered light £, -  £  . -  2.41 -  0.20 =
z.zi CV , From their RBM TeaturCsS, wc assign the tubes shown m 
Figure 16, from the top to the bottom as (20,0), (19,2) and (18.4), 
and the analysis summarized in Table 1. Although the three 
SWNTs have similar diameters, they exhibit different chiral angle.' 
(see Figure 16), and theretorc, due lo the trigonal warping effect, 
they exhibit different £^  ^ values [sec Table 1 and the inset lo 
Figure 17(a)]. The Irequencies for the various G-band peak' 
and the expected scattered pholon energies are also displayed 
in Table 1. In the case of the (20,0) and (19,2) SWNTs, the
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iIuls are within ~ 10 meV of the energies of the scattered 
2.21 eV), while for the (18,4) SWNT, the
/ \  value is far from the scattered photon energies (~ 50 meV). 
jdiough the tight binding calculation [6] is not accurate to 
icV precision, we can say that in the case of the (20,0) SWNT, 
IS closer to the scattered photon energy involving o) q 
E , = 2.409 -  0.195 =2.214 eV), while in the case of thef\
1^). 2) SWNT, is closer to the scattered photon energy 
ivi l^ving coc • cV) [scc insct lo
iLMiic 17(a)]. Note that the lowest frequency mode at 1557 
in ' symmetry), [35, 42] for the (20, 0) SWNT is also 
nlumcccl by the scattered photon resonance that is close to
, and the symmetry (7-bandpeak can be clearly observed 
C7-band spectrum for the (20,0) SWNT in Figure 16]. The 
h^clvatlons show a higher relative enhancement for C0(; for 
in (20.0) SWNT, a higher relative enhancement of the co^ ; 
aiLirc for the (19, 2) SWNT, and the usual lineshape for the (18,
) SWNT, consistent with predictions for the scattered photon 
sunance based on the tentative (n. m) assignments [41J. Since 
K energy difference between modes in the G-band is only a 
vv meV (24 cm ' is equivalent to 3 meV), the observation of 
ns lesoiiance effect indicates that the resonance window is 
h.iip (less than 10 meV), in agreement with the discussion in 
14|17, I9|.
In summary, the relative intensities of the G-band features 
I smi^ 'lc wall carbon nanotubes are found to vary from one
i^hc lo another, with f ^ l y i n g  in the range 0.1-0.3 for 
lu'si ()l ihc observed SWNl's (about 90%). However, when the 
csoiumcc occurs with the scattered photons, the energy 
iillcrcnce between the electronic transition and the scattered 
ihuion energy will be different for different frequency
'lioiums ( co~^. and ) associated with different (n, m) SWNTs. 
1 ihe van Hove singularity of a spccitic (/;, /;/) SWNT happens 
be very close to -  £^ j^  lor one of the C-band modes, it 
i^ll he this particular phonon mode that will be strongly 
nluuKcd, giving rise to special and unusual G-band profiles
 ^  ^ l^fspcrsive modes used to probe electronic structure :
contrast to the non-dispersive modes discussed in the 
’■cMous sections, the dispersive modes are special becau.se 
I'c icsonant processes couples electrons and phonons through 
‘ resonance mechanism. This mechanism allows one to 
pi»'he not only phonons with q = 0 (/.c., at the zone center or £  
but also phonons within the Brillouin zone. In this section 
liiM describe this mcdlianism for graphite. After that we 
'^ liscuss how the large dispersion of these modes provides a 
"'CHMiivc probe of quantum effects in the electronic structure, 
establishing" resonance Raman spectroscopy in carbon 
'^ ‘^notubes as an accurate tool for accessing and probing the 
'^^  cironu; structure on amcV scale.
4.7. 1 Double Resonance in graphite
Two-dimensional (2D) graphite is a zero band gap semiconductor 
with a special electronic structure associated with its linear in­
dependent energy bands for the valence and conduction bands, 
which cross at the zone edge (£-point). Optical processes in 
the visible range occur around the zone edge and the linear k 
electronic dispersion relations give rise to a very special 
resonance Raman effect. This effect, called the double 
resonance effect in sp^ carbon materials, is responsible for 
activating several phonon modes within the Brillouin zone. The 
dispersive modes (D and G' modes) are the modes that have 
been most intensively studied in sp^ carbons since the 70’s [44J. 
The disorder-induced D mode (one phonon process) requires a 
defect for one of the intermediate states, while the G' (a two 
phonon process) does not. The resonance process for the D 
band is depicted in Figure 18 (a), and the G-band process, 
involving two phonons at q and -q, is indicated in Figure 18(b). 
The electrons have initial wave vectors k (measured from the K 
point) in the graphite Brillouin zone, and also a scattered 
electronic state with wave vector K + q (q is the phonon 
wavevcctor), which satisfies the energy-momentum 
conservation relation
E{k-\-q) = E{k)±hco rh ( 11)
0-band G-band
Figure 18. Double re.sonance Stokes process at the K  point in the 2D 
gruphilc Brillouin /.one. (a) The scuUcring process for activating the 
Stokes D  band and where the resonance is with the incident phoion.The 
dashed line indicates the clastic scattering by a defect (b) The scattering 
process for the .Stokes (/' band Other possible scattering events, not 
shown in the figure, involve ela,stic scattenng first and phonon scattering 
second for the D-band, ie.sonunce with scattered photons, and anti- 
Stokes processes [43]
Here ± corresponds to the Stokes and anti-Stokes processes. 
Energy and momentum conservation requirements select two 
possible equi-energies E(k + q )  where the electrons have k i - q  
wave vectors. One of these equi-energies E(k + q )  exists around 
the same K point as the initial state k and the second is located 
around the inequivalent K' point in the first Brillouin zone for 
graphite. After the annihilation of the incident photon. Figure 
18(a) ahows an electron in an actual state k is scattered to a 
resonant state k-¥q and then elastically scattered by an impurity 
or defect back to a virtual state with the wave vector k. After 
this, the electron-hole pair recombination occurs and the 
scattered photon is created. The scattering by the phonon and 
impurity/defect can occur in either order but the intermediate 
stale at (k + q) and one of the states at K  (either the incident or 
scattered photon at k) is also resonant. For the G ' band, which
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invulvcs iwo phonons wilh q  and q  wave veelors, cleclrons in 
Ihc k  +  q  stales are now inclasiically seatiered to a final slate 
with waveveelor
Of parlicular irnpoilanee, the ener^^y and mornenluin 
conservation requirernenis lead lo a relalion between the k  for 
electrons and ihe q  (or phonons By searching lor a double 
resonance lhal satisfies the condition in F.q (II) within the 
Brillouin /one of graphite, and by neglecting the trigonal warping 
ellect lor simplicity, it is found lhal q  values that strongly 
contribute to the double-iesonance condition are preferenlially 
located near<7 — 2 k  This relation is special and causes different 
incident photon energies t^  ^ excite dillerent k  slates,
which in turn change the q  phonon wavevector magnitude, thus 
allowing one to use phonons to prr)be the electronic dispersion 
relations through the strong eleclron-phc»non coupling under 
resonance Raman conditions 'I'his simple relation between the 
electronic wave vectors k  and phonon wave vectors q  has some 
resiriclions m the case of carbtin nanolubes, because of the 
anting lines that resinct the number ol available stales, and 
this IS discussed m the next section
7 E l f c c t  o f  c u l l i n g  l in e s  o n  I D  R o n u n i  s c a r t e n n f *  f o r  
d t s p n s iv e  m o d e s
The big advantage of working with dispersive modes is the 
possibility lo prtdK' the phonon dispeision relations of nanev 
metric samples, where inelastic neutron scattering is not suitable 
loi measurements on such kinds ol samples. The power ol the 
motlel lhal has been proposed for describing the double 
resonance effect lor dispersive bamls [ 10, 4!S| is that it has been 
successfully used foi achieving a very detailed understanding 
ol the scattering mechanism ol Ihe /Thaiul and the (7'-band m 
2D graphite samples.|4()| But this model, as initially proposed, 
still has limitations, because the resonance Raman measurements 
leatl to an average over the 20 Brillouin /one stales, since the 
resonance occurs for all wavevcclois that aie on an equi-encrgy 
contour lhal matches the laser energy Thus, for a 2D system, 
the double resonance technique described above does not reveal 
details ol the phonon sliiiclurc as a function of wavevector 
d i r e c t io n ,  being sensitive only to the waveveeloi n u if ' in t n d e .  
In this scenario, not all the miormalion provided by the 
experimental results is used, so lhal improvements m the models 
cannot profit Irom all the mUirmalion lhal the measurements 
actually provide. One way fo overcome this barrier, is lo probe 
llic low-dimensional system directly, whereby the confined stales 
allow one to probe limited regions ol phonon reciprocal space.
The pioneering u.se of this idea was made possible by 
carrying out nicasuremenls on isolated single wall carbon 
nanotubes. These ID materials open up a unique opportunity 
because they are resonantly probed in the experiments tliiough 
a process involving the confined electronic slates lhal arc, in 
fact, represented by individual points in the Brillouin /one of 2D 
graphite. More than lhal. these mdi\ idual points are unique for 
each different nanotube and the points exhibit an angular 
dependence on chiral angle 6  due to trigonal warping effect as
discussed in §4..'^ . By this approach it is now possible to establish 
a resonance Raman process that is .sensitive to both magnitude 
(laser energy magnitude) and direction (different chiralities) of 
the phonon wavevector. "llic measurements of several individual 
points in the 2D Brillouin /one, /.<?., measured with many different 
nanotubes in the laboratory, provide access lo very detailed 
infonnation about the phonon structure within the Brillouin zone, 
thereby allowing us lo learn how to improve the model 
calculations, and lo learn not only about the new scattering 
phenomena, but also about the materials themselves.
In the case of graphite, the electronic valence and conduction 
bands cross at the hexagonal corner (Af point) of the first Brillouin 
/.one of a single graphitic layer |scc Figure 8(b)|, and thus the 
electronic cqui-energy contours represent circles around the K 
point m reciprocal space (see Figure 19). However, the shapes 
of the contours deviate from circles further away from the A, 
point, /.c., with increasing laser excitation energy, and these 
contours become triangularly distorted. This phenomenon is 
well known m carbon nanolubc science as a trigonal warping 
cITecl [71 Due to this trigonal warping effect, the van Ho\c 
singularities (VHSs) in the DOS of carbon nanotubes ol [he 
same diameter but different chiralities diverge from each oihei 
as the electronic wave vector moves away from the K  point [see 
Figure (h)[, thus making it possible to identify the nanotiilx 
slrucluial indices (//, ///) by resonance Raman spcclro.scopy (see 
S43)[I6[ .
(a) KIV2
Kr/2 Kr/2
FiKurc 19. (a) The dcLliome ccjui-enerpy contours and (b) the phonmi 
eLiiii-fiequcncy coniours lor 21) graphite in Ihe vicinity of ihe hexaeoiuil 
corner K ol Ihc BrilloLiiii /one [4.1]
Like the electronic equi-energy contours, the phonon equi- 
frequency contours also exhibit dislortionsTrom a simple circulai 
shape. As was shown recently, the double resonance nature ol 
the dispersive Raman bands, which is selective of the 
wavevector magnitude, can be successfully combined with the 
wavevector direction selectivity, which arises from the low 
dimensionality of the carbon nanotubes, thus allowing us to 
probe directly the phonon equi-frequency contours of graphiU‘ 
and lo measure the phonon trigonal warping effect [43]. The 
electronic equi-energy contours and the phonon equi-frequent) 
coniours arc shown in Figures 19(a) and (b), correspondingly 
The anisotropy observed in the phonon equi-frequency 
contours appears explicitly in the Raman spectra of carbon 
nanotubes in the form of a two-peak structure of the dispersive 
Raman features, as described below.
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I 7 i Tno-Peak Raman Structures for Semiconducting and 
y ir fd l l ic  SWNTs
-\ii anomalous two-peak structure of the C-band Raman feature 
has been observed for both seiniconducling [47] and metallic- 
|48| SWNTs. The phonon anisotropy, or the phonon trigonal 
v^aiping effect, is responsible for the appearance of two peaks 
111 ihc double resonance Raman features of metallic SWNTs, 
while a different mechanism gives rise to a similar effect for 
st'inieonducting SWNTs.[47| Semiconducting and metallic 
SWNTs may both have two VHSs within the resonant window 
111 iIk incident and scattered light, as shown in Figures 20(a) 
.1,1(1 (h) lor semiconducting (17,6) and metallic (27,0) nanotubes, 
(oiicspondingly. Each of the two resonant VHSs give rise to a 
ililk'icni peak in the double resonance Raman features, as shown 
ID 1 iL'uics 20 (c) and (d). In the case of semiconducting SWNTs,
(;0 IS K F
( d )
.3K M
R a m a n  Shift  ( c m ' ’) R a m a n  Sh ift  ( c m  ')
l'il>iiri‘ 20. (\iiiing line's lor (a) scinicoiuluciing (17. 6) ami (b)mclullic 
\ \  ()i SWNTs Two cqui-cncigy loiUouis in (a) and (b) are shown for 
M'MHi.inu’ wiih the incidcni 7:,^  = 2  41 cV and with Ihc 2,0K,cV photons
.iiii iLil In (V'-baiid plioiums The supcrsciipls indices / and u in (b) stand 
lt)\\i.i .iiul uppci energy coinponents of the van Hove singularity 
/ Ihc meaning of ‘ ISK 0 ’ and ‘ .3KM' is that the indicated points 
"II 'he ligiirc arc 0 IS and 0 ."^O of the distance from K to 6 and from K 
I" W icspeciively The coriespondiiig two-peak structures predicted for 
111" fliuiblc icsonancc Kamaii features iii the spectra for the 6 '-bands are 
litnvii in (c) and (d). foi the semiconducting (I7,b)and the metallic (27,0) 
»iiiiKiihcs and values for the energies of the t>ei1ineiU van Hove smgiilarilies 
‘.’ivL'n 143]
StiKily speaking, this is not exactly the case Due to the electronic 
'"L’niKii waiping effect, both resonant wavevcctoi magnitudes and resonant 
directions differ from the simple model presented above.
i; K| = |A^ i| / 3 for semiconducting nanotubes and |^ / |“ | '^/|
iianoiiibes, and thus both the effects of the phonon dispersion 
' phonon anisotropy give ri.se to (he iwo-pcak structure of the 
Kaman fcaUire«s. In the vicinity of the K  point, /t*., for smaller 
sxtuaium energies, the Irigcmal warping effect is weak, and therefore 
K iv\n structure or the f/'-band splitting for metallic nanotubes is 
"Uincd mostly by the phonon anisotropy and for the .semiconducting 
‘''iiiiihcs mostly by the phonon dispersion. Further away from the K 
’ ' (' at higher laser excitation energies, the two-peak structure 
loi both meiaUic and semiconducting nanotubes is no longer 
liv'd hy pure phonon ani.sotropy or phonon dispersion effects, but 
‘'>li"i hy both anisotropy and dispersion.
the K point is located at a distance between two adjacent cutting 
lines, which is in the ratio of 1:2 (see Figure 20(a)), and thus the 
waveveciors for the two resonant VHSs (ky and k^ in Figure 20 
(a)) have a difference in their magnitudes which is equal to 1/3 
of the distance between the two adjacent cutting lines[6). This 
difference in the magnitudes of the electronic wavevector (^) 
results in a two limes larger difference in the resonance phonon 
wavevector (q) magnitudes, due to the double resonance 
condition q = -2k on the waveveciors f49]. The difference in the 
phonon wavevector magnitudes results in a difference in the 
phonon frequencies, and therefore in the Raman shifts, as shown 
in Figure 20(c). This difference arises from the dispersion of the 
phonon branches (llie C-band phonon branch).
The case of the two-peak feature lor metallic SWNTs differs 
in the sense that one of the cutting lines crosses the K point, as 
shown in Figure 20 (b), so that the two waveveciors 
corresponding to the two rc.sonani VHSs that are located at the 
two different sides at the same distance from the K point. These 
two waveveciors therefore have the same magnitude but 
opposite directions.
Thus, the phonon waveveciors also have the same 
magnitudes and opposite directions, and for metallic SWNTs 
the difference between the two resonant VHSs arises, not from 
the difference in the magniludcs ol the resonant electronic 
wavevectors. but rather from the difference in the directions of 
the resonant electronic waveveciors, t.e. from the electronic 
trigonal warping efiect, which predicts different electronic 
energies for the phonon waveveciors of the same magnitude 
and opposite directions. Similarly, the double-peak structure of 
the dispersive Raman features in metallic nanotubes (sec Figure 
20 (d)) arises not from the phonon dispersion, but rather from 
the phonon trigonal warping effect. Thus, theory tells us that 
similar experimental observations of a splitting of the double 
resonance Raman features have different origins in the cases of 
sem iconducting and metallic carbon nanotubes. For 
semiconducting nanolubes, the double-peak structure arises 
from the phonon dispersion, while for metallic nanotubes, the 
double-peak structure arises from the anisotropy in the phonon 
dispersion relations, or the phonon trigonal warping effect.
After presenting the theory on the effect of cutting lines for 
the dispersive mode profiles, wc now present some experimental 
results for isolated semiconducting and metallic nanotubes. We 
focus our analysis on the C ' band (rather than the D-band), 
because the C' band exhibits a larger dispersion and the effects 
associated with this dispersion are more easily accessible, 
because the features can be experimentally resolved. By carrying 
out experiments on several isolated tubes, some of the C'band 
features for both metallic and semiconducting tubes are found 
to exhibit a two-peak profile (see Figure 21), whereas other tubes 
have just a single peak. In the case of semiconducting lubes, 
the two-peak .structure is associated with the different quantized 
waveveciors k^  and k^ ^^  involving the incident and scattered
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photons of the double resonance process, respectively, as shown 
in the exfwrimental spectra lor the seiniconduciinp (15,7) tube 
in Figure 21 (a). When only one quantized wavevector is 
involved, as in the case o( ihe (17,7) tube, where only the k  ^
wavevector is involved,only one peak is observed, as depicted 
III Figure 21 (b) (471
F I g i i r i '  2 1 .  ( r ' - b a iu l  p e a k  p i o l i l e s  lo i  ‘. c m iL o i u l i i U i n t i  t u b e s  m  ( a )  a n d  (h )  
| ' 4 7 ) ,  a iu l  tn i  i i i e i a l l K  l u b e s  iiK l ) a n d  ( d )  [ 4 S |  I ' w o - | ) e a k  p i o l i l e s  a r e  
u b s e r v e d  in l a )  a n d  ( c )  a n d  t)i ie p e a k  p i o f i l e s  m  (b )  a n d  Id) T h e  ( i e i | u e n e i e s  
( l i n e w i d i l i s )  a r e  l i s t e d  in u n i l s  o t  e i n  '
In the case of metallic lubes, the two-pcak slruclurc arises 
liom the same quaiUi/cd subband /, and involves I wo van Hove 
singularities that are split by Ihe trigonal warping effect, as 
discussed above. This effect is indeed chirality dependent and 
goes from a single peak for 0 = MT (amicliair lube) to a maximum 
sphlling for 6 =0" (/ig/.ag lube) |see Figure 3(a)l. It is striking 
that these peaks in the electronic structure connect with phonons 
via the double resonance mechanism, thus giving rise to dilferent 
profiles for the experimental fr-band sj>eclra 14K|, and this effect 
for metallic lubes is illustrated, for example, with the (27,3) and 
( 13, 15) lubes [sec Figure 2 1 (c) and (d)l, for which two-peak and 
one-peak profiles are observed, respectively, thus supporting 
the theoretical framework discussed above for culling line 
effects on ihe protile of the dispersive G'-band feature. On the 
basis of iliese phenomena, the profile of the G'-band mode is 
then used to probe singulai points in the 2D Drillouin /one ol 
graphite, and this phenomena is discussed in §4-X
4.8 Trigonal warping of the phonon constant cncigy siiiiaccs:
Resonance Raman .scattering in a graphene layer involves all 
the electronic slates w'lth wavevectors along the equi-cnergy 
contour corresponding to a given la.ser excitation energy. The 
three equi-cnergy contours corresponding to the three 
values 1.58cV, 2.41cV, and 2.54 eV commonly used in Raman 
spectroscopy studies are plotted in Figure 22, where A-space in 
the vicinity of the K point in the 2D BZ of graphite is shown. 
Compared to the case of graphite, the number of electronic states
in SWNTs is limited by quantum confinement to a subset oi 
allowed states, which can be picked out by the zone-folding 
method |6]. For each SWNT, the allowed stales are located along 
culling lines. The distance between adjacent cutting lines 
|A^ ,| = 2 /r/, IS inversely proportional to the SWNT diameter r/. 
while the orientation of the cutting lines is given by the SWNT 
chiral angle 6 between them and the line connecting the p 
points III the 2D BZ [6]. Four cutting lines are shown in Figure 
22 by gray lines on either side of the K point,two for zigzag ( q 
-  0) and two for armchair (6 = n 16) SWNTs. The van Hove 
singularities (VHSs) in the density of slates (DOS) of SWNTs 
appear at points in the 2D BZ where, the cutting lines aie 
tangential to the equi-energy contours. When the SWNT 
chirality changes Irom 0 = 0 to ;r / 6, the two vectors at tin; 
VHSs on either side of the K point move along the equi-cnerg) 
contour, taking all possible diicclions away from the K point, 
such as KF iifid KM for zig/ag SWNTs, and two equivalent 
directions between FF  *^id KM lor armchair SWNTs (see 
tagurc 22). Accordingly, the resonant phonon waveveclois /^ 
also take all possible directions away from the K point, because 
ol the coupling between the resonant electronic and phonon 
wavevectors cp = - 2 A, m the double resonance process |4‘)|
i5Kr
F i g u r e  2 2 .  T h e  e l e c t r o n i c  w a v e v e c l o i s  o f  t h e  V H S s  i n  S W N T s  I'l 
/ i g / a p  ( a )  a n d  a r m c h a i r  ( b )  .s M iic ti i ra l  s y n i m e l r i e s .  T h e  c u t t i n g  Im es  Im 
t h e  a r m c h a i i  t u b e s  a r e  v e r t i c a l  s o l i d  g r a y  l i n e s  l a b e l e d  ‘b ’ a n d  t o r  zips'll? 
t u b e s  t h e  c u t i m g  l i n e s  ( d o t t e d  g r a y  l i n e s  l a l x : l c d  ‘a ' )  m a k e  a n  a n g l e  ol 
w i i h  t h e  v e r l i c u l  r h i c e  c q u i - e n e r g y  c o n t o u r s  a r e  . s h o w n  for t h e  ihrcf 
l a s e r  e n e r g i e s  I 5 8  cV . 2 .4 1  e V ,  a n d  2  .54 c V  [4.1].
Thus, by combining the double resonance process with iIk 
low dimensionality of carbon nanotubes, a procedure is obtained 
that is selective not only of the wavevector magnitude in the 2D 
reciprocal space of graphite, as is known for the case of graphite 
and SWNT bundles [10], but also is selective of the wavevector 
direction in the 2D reciprocal space [43].While the wavevector 
magnitude is selected by the laser excitation energy as for the 
case of graphite and SWNT bundles [10], the wavevector 
direction is selected by the SWNT chiral symmetry, changinf^  
irom the KM and K f  directions for zigzag SWNTs to t^ti 
intermediate direction between KM and KF  for aitnchair SWNT* 
[43],
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Anisotropy in the phonon dispersion relations, or the phonon 
iiignnal warping effect, has been probed for the D/G' phonon 
iiiDLles by resonance Raman spectroscopy on isolated SWNTs. 
(ollowing the procedure briefly described above [43] Among 
many isolated SWNTs from which Raman spectra were recorded,
1 1 SWNTs have been selected which show strong G'-band 
Raman features, and best satisfy the preresonant condition of 
ihc lypc shown in Figure (b) to ensure the probing of an 
iiulividual point in the BZ and to allow an {n, ni) assignment to 
he made for a further determination of the resonant electronic 
;iiid plionon wave vectors and = -  2k The G'-band features 
measured IVom these 11 SWNTs have been lltlcd with Lorentzian 
peaks, and the frequencies have been upshifled by 35.4 cm nm/ 
d 10 account for the softening of the force constants due to the 
Lurvaturc of the SWNT surface [501. The phonon frequencies 
;iic ihcn divided by 2 since there are two phonons involved in 
ilu* G'-band process. The resulting phonon Irequenciesas a 
luMLiion of the phonon wavcvector q^  in the 2D BZ along with 
pic\ lOLisly reported measurements on HOPG, graphite whiskers, 
;iml SWN r bundles for the other phonon modes have been 
used U) lit the calculated phonon dispersion relations using a 
iiniilmcai least squares minimization of the functional made of
the differences between the observed and calculated phonon 
frequencies [51]
The resulting phonon dispersion shows significant 
anisotropy around the K point in the 2D BZ, as shown in Figure 
23. Solid lines in Figure 23 show the phonon dispersion relations 
as a function of phonon wavevector (a) magnitude and (b) 
direction, while the dashed lines show the corresponding 
electronic dispersion dependences on electronic wavevector
(a) magnitude and (b) direction. The lower and left scales in 
Figure 23 (a) and (b) con espond to the phonon wavevector and 
frequency, and the upper and right scales to the electronic 
wavcvector and energy. Two different curves in Figure 23 (a) 
correspond to the opposite directions KM and KF  for the 
wavcvector in the 2D BZ. The wavcvector magnitude
= 2Aj, = 0.24 KF in Figure 23 (b) coiTcsponds to the laser 
excitation energy ol‘2.41 eV, shown by the central vertical line in 
Figure 23 (a). Symbols in Figure 23 (b) correspond to the 
experimentally measured phonon frequencies for 11 SWNTs, 
and difl'ercnt symbols correspond to different interband 
transitions, as shown in Figure 23(b), From Figures 23 (a) and
(b) ,onc can clearly see the anisotropies of the electronic and
(a) Electron wavevector magnitude (1/a) from K 
0  0 0  0  2 0  0  5 0  0  7 5  1 0 0  1 2 5
Phonon wavevector 
magnitude (1/a) from K
(b)
Electron wavevector 
KM direction (Degree) Kr 
3 0  15 0  - 1 5  - 3 0
Ba>c(U
e
im
KT Electron wavevector kM 
direction (Degree)
Figure The solui/da.shcd lines .show the filled phonon frequency for the iD-band phonon mode/ 
eleciionic energy (lefl/nghi scnles)as a function ol (a) the magnitude of the phonon/eleclion wuveveclor 
measured from the K point in the 2D BZ (lower/uppcr scales) and (b) the direction of the phonon/ 
electron wavevector measured from the K  point in the 2D BZ (lower/upper scales). Vertical lines in (a) 
conespond to the phonon wuvevcctors (lowei scale) excited in the double resonance pioces.scs with 
the laser energies of 1 5K eV, 2 41 eV, and 2 54 eV that are commonly used in Raman spectroscopy 
studies of eaibon nanoiiibes The symbols in (b) are the phonon frequencies from experimental 
Raman scattering data (lower and left scales) (43]
.S(nelly speaking, the picture presented here is incomplete. Due to 
>Ih' elcciroiiic trigonal warping effect, both the lesonani wavevectoi 
"‘■»vniiudcs and the resonant wavevectoi directions diflei from the simple 
iiinilcl presented above. ==|^i|/3 for .semiconducting nonotubes
and =Ia/| for metallic nanotubes, and thus both the eftcct.s of the 
plmiiDu dispcision and of the phonon anisotropy give rise to the two- 
1’^  MiiKime of the dispersive Ruman featiiics. In the vicinity of the k 
|i"iiii , f. sinaiij-r laser-excilntion energies, the trigonal warping 
IS weak, and therefore the two-peak strucuire splitting foi metallic 
n.iiiniiilics IS governed mostly by the phonon anisotropy, and for the 
'^ '^iiiu)mlucting nanolube.s inosUy by the phonon dis|iersion. Further away 
K point, i.e.. at higher la.scr exciuiCion energies, the iwo-peak 
''(Milline splittiiig for both metallic and scmicondiicling nanolubes is no
loiiec
lull
'^1 governed by pure (ihonon anisotropy or phonon dispersion effects. 
'iPiKi by both anisotropy and dispersion
phonon equi-energy and equi-frequency contours around the 
K point. For a quantitative comparison between the phonon 
and electronic anisotropies, one can see from Figure 23 (b) that 
the difference between the phonon frequencies for the opposite 
directions of the phonon wavevector KM and KF  is equal 
to24 cm"*. The phonon frequency changes by 89 cm"* from q = 
0 (the K point) to q = r/Q = 0.24 KF  , and thus the magnitude of 
the phonon trigonal warping effect is given by 24 cm“*/89 cm"' 
= 27%. Similarly, the magnitude of the electronic trigonal warping 
effect from Figure 23(b) is given by 0.36 cV/2.49 eV= 14%. The 
magnitude of the electronic trigonal warping effect in this figure 
is some what smaller than the magnitude of the phonon trigonal
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warping cITect, m pan"' because ol llic (aclor o( 2 in flic double 
resfinance condition i/, -  -2A,.
^.9  P(n*hlc  r e so n a n c  (' i n d u c e d  ( o m h i m i / m n  a n d  o v e r t o n e  
n t o ( i e \ :
In this section wc show how resonance Raman spectroscopy in 
carbon nantilubes allow one to preuscly assign the coiiihination 
and overtone modes due to the highly selective scattering 
imposed by the eleelionic stiULlure and double resonance This 
IS a unique situation compared to bulk 31) systems,where such 
secondM)rder modes cannot always he cleaily assigned
Second-ordei comhmaiion and overtone modes m highly 
ordered pyrolytic giaphite (HOlTi), m single wall caibon 
nanolube (SWNT) l)undles, anti in isolated SWNTs have been 
t>hserved Dispcisive and noivdispersive Raman bands in the 
range 16,S() - 2100 cm * have been observed, and the licquency
laser eneigyA’^^^ ,^ behavioi of ihcsc features arc m agreement 
with piedictions trom double lestmance Raman theory. In the 
case ol SWNd's, these second-order bands depend on the one- 
dimensional structine t)l SWNls, and, at the single nanotube 
le\el, the speclia vary bom tube lo tube, tlependmg on tube 
iliametei and ehiiality, and on the encigy ol the van Hove 
singularity lelalive lo [ I 11
Raman spectroscopy has alieady proven to be a powerful 
lechmque to study carbon mateiials 1S2|, including single wall 
carbon nanolubes (SWNTs) ihiough the diameter selective 
lesonance Raman ellect | IS, 2S| Ji has been known tor some 
iime (52| that graphite-related mateiials exhibit a iich Raman 
spectra, with several first- and seetu'.d-order Icatures, disorder- 
induced hands, some ol them being dependent on laser 
excitation energy Howevei, many ol these Icatures remained 
unexplained loi along lime. It is only leccntly that the appearance 
ol these features and their dependence on were explained 
as line to a double resimanee process that enhances the 
scattering of light by certain modes m the interior of the Brillouin 
/one of graphite-related materials 110, 11,31,53). Weak 
Raman Icatures observed in the frequency range 1650-’2100 
cm ‘ III graphite-idated mateiials (/.c„ HOPG, SWNT bundles 
and isolated SWNTs) have been identilied with the oveitones 
and combination modes ol the several phonon branches m 
giaphite, as predicted by double resonance theory 110. 53|.
In particular, a nuilti-featured band at about 1750 cm ' has 
been observed m HOPG [54j. m irradiated graphite 155). and m 
SWNT bundles 156], and has been assigned to an overtone of 
the infrared-active out-oi-phine (oTO) mode at 867 cm ' m 
giaphite Another very highly dispersive mode at higher 
frequencies (around 1950 cm'') that has previously been rcpm tcd 
lor SWNT bundles [57|, and this feature has been tentatively 
Identified as a combination of the in-plane transverse optic (iTO) 
and longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes, namely (iTO+LA). 'Phus, 
the results for both the features around 1750 cur' and the feature 
around 1950 cm-' have been identilied as combination modes
110,53]. In the case of isolated SWNTs, the multi-featured band 
at 1750 cm"' shows a richer behavior than in HOPG (and is more 
complicated than the /)-band and the C'-band in isolated SWNTs 
|47, 58]), varying from lube lo tube, thus suggesting a strong 
dependence on the one-dimensional structure of SWNTs
nil
5. Conclusion
In summary, this review article has focused on novel resonance 
Raman effects related to one-dimensional structures, which have 
been illustrated through the model 1D carbon nanolube system. 
Due to the strong electron-phonon coupling and the quantum 
conlinemeiU ofclcclrons and pitonons m ID systems, interesting 
cllecis arc observed,such as asymmetries in the Slokes/anli- 
Stokes spectra, line-shape dependent effects associated with 
how well the system salisfics the resonance condition, and many 
other unusual results. Analysis of these cfTccls give detailed 
information about the confined phonon and electron stales, 
showing that resonance niicro-Raman spectroscopy of phonon 
iiuidcs can determine electronic and even structural properties 
mlD-systcms. Carbon nanoiubcs were used as a model ID 
system because they arc the bcsi prototype for ID materials 
prc.seiuly available, bul the theoretical and cxpcnnienlal findings 
can be considered more broadly m luturc work for studying 
resonance Raman spectroscopy m ID.syslems in general. Finally, 
il IS also shown dial the resonance Raman effect provides a 
useful technique for obtaining phonon dispersion relations foi 
nanoscalc samples, and that measurements on low-dimcnsional 
sysleins can be used to obtain important information about 
related higher dimensional systems that would otherwise be 
difficult In obtain.
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